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SHROUD EFFECTS ON LOAD-INDEPENDENT POWER LOSS OF HIGH-SPEED
ROTORCRAFT GEARING

MICHAEL J. HURRELL
ABSTRACT

High-speed rotorcraft transmissions are subject to load-independent power losses

consisting of drag loss and pumping loss. Tightly conforming shrouds enclosing the
transmission gears are often incorporated to reduce the drag component of the total load

independent losses. However, tightly conforming axial shrouds can result in an increase
in the pumping loss component.

Quantifying the pumping loss of shrouded gear

transmissions has been the subject of many studies. This study presents a new approach
for estimating pumping loss based on the concept of swept volume and examines the

applicability of the approach to various shroud configurations.

The drag loss and pumping loss of shrouded cylindrical gear pairs have been determined
through testing using the NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC) Gear Windage Test

Facility. The results from this testing have been compared to theoretical results using the

formulations presented in this study. In addition, computational fluid dynamic (CFD)
analysis has been conducted for the various shroud configurations tested at NASA GRC.

The results from the CFD analysis confirm the theoretical and empirical results and provide

insight into the applicability of the swept volume approach for estimating pumping power
loss of shrouded gear transmissions.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background

Modern rotorcraft gear transmissions are required to efficiently transfer power from the

turbine engine to the main and tail rotor blades.

Losses in transmission efficiency

negatively impacts payload and aircraft range. The transmission gears are expected to

deliver high power with high pitch-line velocities. Shrouding, consisting of a stationary
tightly conforming enclosure of the rotating gear sets, is employed to reduce load

independent power losses associated with high gear pitch-line velocities. Shrouding of

rotorcraft gearing is typically incorporated in the gearbox design late in the design process.
The final shroud arrangement is achieved through trial and error usually under tight time
and resource constraints allowing little time for exploring the physical mechanisms

responsible for the load-independent power loss. In practice, close clearance shrouds are
incorporated with the industry consensus that the smaller the clearance between the rotating

gear set and the stationary shroud results in smaller losses [1], [2]. However, recent
experimental results of high-speed meshed spur gears indicate that close clearance

1

shrouding in certain regions around a meshed gear pair may actually result in increased

losses [3].
As mentioned above, the performance of a rotorcraft is negatively impacted by losses in

available engine torque. The FAA Helicopter Flying Handbook (Chapter 7, Figure 7.3)
graphically shows the relationship between available engine torque on altitude, gross
weight and skid height performance of a helicopter [4]. For example, at 68% available

engine torque and a 5 ft skid height, the particular rotorcraft performance depicted in

Figure 1 can carry 4,250 lbs gross weight to an altitude of 8,800 ft ceiling. Now say for
some reason the available engine torque is reduced by 2% to 66%, then while maintaining

the skid height at 5 ft and a gross weight of 4,250 lbs results in a lowering of the ceiling

altitude to 4,600 ft. To maintain an altitude of 8,800 ft, given the reduced available engine
torque, then 125 lbs needs to be shed from the gross weight of the rotorcraft. The load

independent losses associated with high-speed rotorcraft transmissions can easily approach
2-3% of the turbine engine transmitted power [5]. In addition, these losses introduce

significant implications for onboard oil cooling requirements, lube system capacity,

available mission range and standby military readiness for rotorcraft and carrier-based
aircraft. Load independent losses have posed significant development hurdles for such
aircraft as the CH-47 Chinook and the V-22 Osprey (Figure 2).

2

Gross weight - pounds

Figure 1 FAA Helicopter Flying Handbook, Chapter 7, Figure 7.3 [4].

3

Figure 2 Carrier based V-22 Osprey.
Losses in geared systems can be divided into load-dependent and load-independent

losses. Load-dependent losses are those incurred in gears and bearings of the system under
an applied load.

Typically load-dependent losses increase with transmitted torque.

Examples of load-dependent losses are gear mesh rolling and sliding losses, bearing losses
due to transverse loading and bearing losses due to thrust loads such as those imparted by

helical gears. Load-independent losses, or spin-losses, as described by Kahraman and
others [6], are those losses incurred without a transmitted torque, but typically increase
with speed. Gear load-independent losses include losses resulting from (1) viscous drag

on the faces of the gear; (2) impingement drag on the gear teeth, also known as pressure
torque [2]; and (3) pumping of the air and oil mixture as mating gear teeth proceed through
mesh.

Other load-independent losses associated with the drive train such as bearing

windage losses and seal losses are not addressed in this study. In addition, churning losses
associated with dip lubrication are not considered since the most prevalent form of gear
4

lubrication used in the rotorcraft industry is jet lubricated dry-sump.

Only load

independent losses attributable to the rotation and meshing of gears are considered.

The categorization of gear set load-independent losses into drag and pumping
components is instructive for highlighting the underlying physical mechanisms responsible

for the losses and helpful in identifying mitigation strategies. For example, close clearance
shrouding has the effect of reducing the impingement drag losses on the leading tooth

surfaces by reducing the axial inflow and radial outflow through the tooth spaces thus
helping to preserve the momentum of the gear set. An example of such flow is seen in

Figure 3 which depicts the streamlines around the rotating unshrouded NASA 13-inch pitch
diameter spur gear. The analysis was performed by McIntyre and Medvitz [7] of the
Pennsylvania State University Applied Research Laboratory as part of a study of windage

losses of multispeed gear systems for vertical lift vehicles.

Figure 3 Streamlines showing the wake impingement flow of the unshrouded NASA
13-inch pitch diameter spur gear [6].

5

However for a set of shrouded meshing gears, poorly designed close clearance shrouds can
increase pumping losses by obstructing the bulk flow with increased flow resistance as the

gear pair meshes. Bulk flow resulting from the pumping action of a tightly shrouded
meshing gear set is similar to the swept volume flow of a positive displacement pump. The

flow within an external gear positive displacement pump is depicted in Figure 4. Blocking,
or restricting, the discharge of a positive displacement pump increases the upstream

pressure and the required drive torque of the pump forcing a higher percentage of the total

flow through leak paths back to inlet. For a shrouded gear set, the main paths for the
leakage flow is the backlash spacing between tooth pairs going into mesh and the clearance

spaces provided by the shroud structure.

Figure 4 Flow within an external gear positive displacement pump.
As stated earlier, the load-independent power losses associated with the gearing of high

speed rotorcraft transmissions consist of drag losses and pumping losses. The gear sets in

rotorcraft transmissions are typically jet lubricated, so churning drag loss associated with
dip lubrication will not be considered in this study. The drag losses for jet lubricated

6

gearing can be divided into the viscous and turbulent drag losses associated with each gear

along the sides and periphery of the gear. The pumping losses for jet lubricated gearing
can, once again, be divided into pumping loss due to the forcing of the swept volume of

air-oil mixture carried within the gear tooth spaces through the shroud clearance, pumping

loss due to the trapping and squeezing of a portion of this swept volume as mating teeth

make contact and proceed through mesh and pumping loss due to counter rotational flow
within the gear tooth spaces.

Rotorcraft transmissions optimized for minimal load-independent power losses must
address all these forms of losses. A shroud configuration consisting of a tightly conforming
enclosure surrounding a rotating single gear has been shown to reduce the gear drag on the

sides and periphery. However, for meshed gears enclosed in a similar tightly conforming
shroud, the pumping loss can be negatively impacted due to the added restriction of the

movement of the swept volume of air-oil through the shroud clearance spaces as well as
pumping losses due to trapping and squeezing sometimes referred to as pocketing. In

addition, pumping loss due to counter rotational flows within the tooth spaces may increase
with decreasing radial gap between the shroud and the spinning gear tooth tips. Hill [8]

performed a CFD analysis of the NASA 13-inch pitch diameter spur gear and observed

vortices in the tooth space of the gears when enclosed in a radial shroud as seen in Figure 5.
This secondary flow may be another mechanism of loss contributing to total load

independent pumping power loss. The vortices in the tooth space are similar to the
recirculatory flow pattern within the flow passages of a periphery, or regenerative pump

[9]. The recirculatory flow has the effect of increasing the total dynamic head of the fluid
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mixture carried within the tooth space from the initial filling of the fluid as the gear pair
comes out of mesh to the final discharge of the fluid as the gears go back into mesh.

Figure 5 Secondary flows in the tooth spaces of the NASA spur gears [7].
As a general rule, closely conforming shrouds can reduce the load-independent power

losses associated with drag from the individual gear disks, but a minimal power loss shroud
arrangement addresses the pumping loss inherent in the meshing action of the gear set. The
effect of various shroud arrangements on the load-independent loss mechanisms described

above will be explored in this study with a goal of developing relationships to guide the

shroud design of high-speed rotorcraft gearing.

1.2

Literature Survey

Power loss in high-speed gear transmissions due to load-independent mechanisms can

be a substantial portion of the total loss of the drive system. In the open literature, this
topic, sometimes referred to as windage, has not been investigated to the levels of other
important gear research topics. However, in high-speed gearing this loss mechanism is
very important. When the pitch-line velocity is above 25,000 ft/min, load-independent loss

can be half or more of the total loss from the drive system. The remainder of the loss can
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be summarized as that due to gear meshing (sliding and rolling), bearings, and seals in the
drive system under study [10].

Increasing fuel costs and demand for air transport have highlighted the need for more
efficient and flexible air transportation. An area of focus is in developing, maturing, and

demonstrating rotorcraft drive system technologies “to enable increased vehicle speeds

while maximizing propulsive efficiency and minimizing weight penalties” [11]. Rotorcraft
gearboxes with efficiencies of 95 percent, or more, are still subject to load-independent

power losses especially at high gear pitch-line velocities. In general, experience has shown
that high-speed effects become significant at pitch-line velocities greater than

10,000 ft/min, as noted in Dudley [12]. Eastwick and Johnson [13] define windage power
loss as power loss “due to the fluid drag experienced by the gear when it is running in air
or in an air-oil mist.” This phenomenon results in inefficiencies in transmitting load,

resulting in power loss. For a rotorcraft drive system, more torque is then necessary at the

gearbox input to provide an equivalent power output to the rotor blades. Even small percent
reductions in available torque can reduce performance factors such as mission payload,
maximum hover ceiling, and rate of climb [4].
In the past, the effect of load-independent power losses on drive system power loss was

extrapolated from work done on gas turbine disk power loss [12]. Using this approach, the

results were found from a few simple calculations and were dependent on the diameter and
rotational speed of the drive system. For an unshrouded, unmeshed spur gear, the losses

were found to be related to gear diameter to the 5th power and rotational speed to the 3rd
power. The work of Diab et al. [14] investigated the windage losses of a single gear that

was rotated in an ambient (air) environment. The data from this study was then compared
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to prior methods and a formulation to predict the windage loss behavior was developed.
However, the application of the relations from these studies to real gear transmission

designs is problematic since it does not account for the many complicating factors such as
gear-shroud interaction, lubrication flow rate and temperature, and gear mesh pumping.

1.2.1

Shrouding Effects on Single Component Losses

The effect of shrouding on drag losses of rotating cylinders has been documented
through numerous studies. Gorland et al. [15] studied the windage losses of close clearance

smooth rotating cylinders for use in space power system high-speed generators and found
that the loss increased with decreasing clearance gap. Vrancik [16] looked at windage

power losses in alternators with smooth rotors and found the same relation between power
loss and gap distance. However, Vrancik found that the addition of salient poles to the

rotor added an axial flow component across the rotor and the addition of axial shrouds
greatly reduced this flow.
In the studies of Dawson [2], [17], a representation more applicable to gear

transmissions was presented. Many typical gear features were varied such as gear helix
angle, diameter to face width ratio, enclosure factor, and environmental quantities such as

lubricant viscosity and density. Power loss was found by the free-coast down rotational

deceleration of the component under study.

The data was then used to generate a

calculation procedure for determining the windage power loss of a single gear. Additional
refinements on the dependencies of gear geometry and rotational speed were presented.
Winfree [18] presented windage losses for single shrouded intersecting axis gearing

(spiral bevel). The test gears were operated in a manner that allowed observation of the
windage driven flow. In this study, shroud location, clearance, and shroud exit locations
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were investigated. Also, the power to drive the system was measured and the most efficient
arrangements were found. Shrouding of the gears helped reduce the initial losses of the

unshrouded gears by around 70% for tests run to 25,000 ft/min (127 m/s). In general, the
study found that close clearance shrouding results in lower power losses.
Single gear experiments in air by Dawson [2] using a 1.1inch (28 mm) axial shroud
clearance and a 0.6 inch (15 mm) radial shroud clearance encompassing 270° around the

gear showed a decrease in power loss of nearly 50 percent. Experiments using single spur
gears in air and oil conducted by Handschuh and Hurrell [19] found that the minimum axial
and radial shroud clearance resulted in the lowest observed windage power loss. Hill et al.

[20] developed a computational fluid dynamics method to study gear windage

aerodynamics and to analyze the effect of shrouding using data from single spur gear
experiments performed by Diab et al. [14]. Hill’s study found an 81 percent decrease in

power loss at 8,100 rpm with a radial and axial clearance of 0.026 inch (0.660 mm)
Winfree [21] experimentally showed a decrease in gear windage power loss through the
use of baffling on a single bevel gear with water as a lubricant.

Hill’s [22] analysis of a single spur gear showed flow entering axially into the space
between gear teeth, impinging on the leading tooth face and then being ejected radially

outward.

This phenomena is generally in agreement with experimental findings by

Dawson [2], who conducted visualization studies of spur gears using smoke and by Vrancik

[16] who studied alternator windage power loss with and without salient poles. The
impingement of the air-oil flow on the leading face surface of the gear teeth as a result of
the wake created by the passing of the preceding tooth body is a significant part of drag

power loss of single rotating gears. Further, Hill et al. showed that the use of close
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clearance shrouding results in the rotation generated fluid flow generally remaining at the

tangential velocities found at the gear surface, thus conserving fluid angular momentum
resulting in a decrease in power loss. A number of experiments by Lord [23] studied the

effect of shrouding on power loss for both single and meshed cylindrical gears as well as
the influence of tooth geometry and lubricant flow.

1.2.2

Lubrication Effects on Load-Independent Losses

Rotorcraft gearboxes are critical in efficiently transferring power from the turboshaft jet
engine to the main and tail rotors for a conventional helicopter. Efficiencies of 95 to 97

percent are common for aerospace transmissions [24] such as those used in fixed wing
aircraft geared turbofans and the VTOL (Vertical Take-Off and Landing) V-22 Osprey.

With ever increasing fuel costs for air transportation, research is focused on demonstrating

and maturing alternative and more efficient means of propulsion while minimizing aircraft
weight [11]. This includes gearbox materials that improve overall life, alternative power

transmission concepts that increase power density, reductions in gearbox form factor, as

well as innovative lubrication methods that reduce the amount of required lubricant or
means of cooling.

Gear load-independent power loss reduces the efficiency of the transmission due to drag
on the gear teeth at high pitch-line velocities. Not only is drag loss detrimental to gearbox
efficiency, but the increased friction generates additional heating thereby placing more

demand on the cooling requirements of the gearbox lubrication system. Single spur gear

CFD analyses by Hill and others [22] show that this phenomenon is due to the air-oil
impinging on the gear tooth face as well as the drag on the sides and periphery of the gear.

The resulting reduced transmission efficiency due to the additive effect of drag on each
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gear within the transmission negatively impacts rotorcraft performance [5]. Dudley [25]
highlights a number of points concerning windage power loss for gearboxes: 1) windage

losses become significant above 10,000 ft/min (51 m/s); 2) the use of ‘oil shields’ as
shrouds to reduce windage power loss; 3) the need to keep oil from building up within the

shroud casing; 4) the use of ‘oil strippers’ to shield discharge ports; 5) windage power loss
decreases with increasing oil inlet temperature; and 6) additional losses occur due to oil
becoming trapped in the gear mesh.

Research has shown the potential for shrouding to reduce load-independent power loss
for single gears at high pitch-line velocities. However, the studies have shown partially

conflicting results when the effect of lubrication on shrouded gear load-independent power

loss is considered. Dawson [2] studied the effect of clearance and percent shroud enclosure

on a single spur gear in air and noted significant reductions in power loss using smooth
circumferential shrouds with side plates at close clearances.

Lord [23] also showed

reductions in power loss for a shrouded single spur gear in air compared to the same

shrouded gear in an air-oil environment. Lord observed that for a single enclosed spur gear
in an air-oil environment with shroud axial and radial clearances of 0.039 inch (1.0 mm),
that the power loss increased compared to the same single spur gear enclosed in the same

shroud clearances rotated in an air only environment. Lord also observed that by increasing
the peripheral shroud clearance results in a reduction in power loss for the gear rotated in

both an air only and an air-oil environment. The CFD analyses of Hill [22] compared well
with experimental data taken from the NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC) Gear

Windage Test Facility for a single shrouded spur gear in an air and an air-oil environment
[19]. In contrast to Lord’s [23] results, the NASA GRC results showed that the tighter
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axial and radial shroud clearances minimize the power loss and that by increasing the
peripheral shroud clearance to the maximum clearance results in an increase in power loss

over the minimum peripheral clearance shroud configuration. The conflicting results may
be due to differences in the details of the shroud design and method of lubrication used for
each study.

A number of studies on unshrouded meshed spur gear load-independent power loss in

an air-oil environment have been conducted. A load-independent power loss analytical
model of a spur gear set by Seetharaman and Kahraman [26] shows good agreement with

experimental data using the same gear geometries conducted by Petry-Johnson et al. [27].
Pocketing losses, as well as drag losses, were modeled in this study. Lord [23] provides

power loss data on unshrouded meshed spur gears in air and oil but not in the shrouded
configuration. Ariura [28] presents torque loss data on unshrouded meshed spur gears with

jet lubrication at various fluid viscosities. Experimental power loss data by Mizutani [29]
of unshrouded meshed spur gears shows increasing power loss with increased loads and
oil pressures. Petry-Johnson [27] show the effect of oil viscosity of unshrouded meshed

spur gears on spin losses which include churning losses, impingement losses, pocketing
losses, and losses due to seals and bearings.

Lord [23] observed an 80% decrease in windage power loss for a 7.9 inch (201 mm)

pitch diameter, 1.6 inch (41 mm) face width spur gear rotated at 25,000 ft/min (127 m/s)
in air enclosed in a shroud with 0.039 inch (1.0 mm) axial and radial clearance compared
with the same gear in the unshrouded configuration rotated in air. However, Lord [23]

observed an order of magnitude increase in power loss when testing the shrouded gear in

an ‘oil injection’ environment compared to the air only environment. Dawson [17] notes
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the potential for this increase in power loss in an air-oil environment while summarizing

his series of spur gear experiments. Computational fluid dynamic analyses by Chaari et al.

[30] of a single spur gear indicate an order of magnitude increase in power loss at
20,000 rpm with a corresponding increase in pressure gradient between gear teeth due to

the change in environment from air to an air-oil mixture. An effective density was used
for the analysis in an air-oil environment. Analyses conducted by Kunz et al. [31] on a

single spur gear in a multiphase fluid environment of air and oil shows a substantial
increase in windage power loss due to the air-oil environment. Conducting power loss tests

in excess of 55,000 ft/min (279 m/s), Handschuh and Hurrell [19] observed a slight increase
in windage power loss for an unshrouded 13 inch pitch diameter spur gear in an air only
environment versus the power loss for the same gear in an air-oil environment. The power

loss increase is notable above 30,000 ft./min (152 m/s). In contrast, the windage power
loss is slightly greater for the maximum axial, maximum radial shroud configuration in an
air-oil environment compared to an air only environment.

However similar to the

unshrouded gear results, the other three shroud configuration clearances tested (i.e.
minimum

radial/maximum

axial,

minimum

radial/minimum

axial,

maximum

radial/minimum axial) show a slight decrease in power loss comparing the power loss of

the gear rotated in air-oil versus the gear rotated in air only. The shroud clearance values

tested are given in Table I.

Minimum

Maximum

Radial, in (mm)

0.034 (0.863)

0.656 (16.7)

Axial, in (mm)

0.050 (1.27)

1.19 (30.2)

Table I Shroud clearances tested by Handschuh and Hurrell [19].
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Experiments by Delgado and Hurrell [32] show a 7x increase in load-independent power
loss at 25,000 ft./min. (127 m/s) for unshrouded meshed spur gears when compared to the

single unshrouded 13 inch pitch diameter spur gear data from Handschuh and Hurrell [19].
Using a 0.039 inch (0.991 mm) axial and radial shroud clearance, Delgado and Hurrell

show a 12x increase in power loss comparing single versus meshed spur gears. Findings
by Delgado and Hurrell [33], as well as others [25] [23], indicate that windage power loss
is dependent on oil flow and temperature among other factors. All experiments cited in
this summary were performed using nearly identical oil flows and oil temperatures.
However, the effect lubrication has on the power loss of shrouded gears is difficult to

ascertain given the lack of detail in existing studies concerning lubrication temperature, jet
direction, drain size, and drain location. Table II summarizes the cylindrical gear load

independent power loss studies cited.
Single or
Reference

Meshed, Oil

or Air
Dawson [2]

Handschuh
et al. [19]

Single, Air

Shroud Clearance

Face Width

Pitch

in (mm)

3.175

2.9 (74)

4

1.12 (28.4)

25.4

1.6 (40.6)

25,000 (127)

0.04 (1)

0.04 (1)

25.4

1.6 (40.6)

25,000 (127)

0.04 (1)

0.04 (1)

4

1.12 (28.4)

>25,000

No

No

(>127)

Shroud

Shroud

4

1.12 (28.4)

>25,000

0.04-0.66

0.04-1.17

(>127)

(1-17)

(1-30)

Single, Air &
Air/oil 0.4

Pitch-line

Diametral

Velocity

Radial

Axial

ft/min (m/s)

in (mm)

in (mm)

<6,308 (<32)

0.59 (15)

1.06 (27)

>50,000
(>254)

0.66 (17)

1.2
(30.5)

gpm
Lord [23]
Lord [23]

Single, Air
Single, Oil
0.66 gpm

Delgado et

Meshed, Oil

al. [32]

0.7 gpm

Delgado et

Meshed, Oil

al. [33], [34]

0.9 gpm

Table II Summary of selected gear load-independent power loss studies.
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1.2.3

Shrouded Meshed Gear Losses

Losses in geared systems can be divided into load-dependent and load-independent

losses. Load-dependent losses are losses incurred by the gears and bearings that increase
proportionally with applied load. Load-independent losses, or spin-losses, as described by
Kahraman and others [6], are those losses incurred without an applied load. Gear load

independent losses include losses resulting from (1) viscous drag on the faces of the gear;
(2) impingement of the air and oil medium on the gear teeth, also known as pressure torque
[7]; and (3) pumping of the air and oil medium in the inter-tooth spaces of the gear. High
velocity jetting is believed to occur during the “engaging” portion of the meshing cycle for

a pair of spur gear teeth in mesh. In general, gear load-independent losses have been found
to significantly affect gearbox efficiency above 10,000 ft/min [12], [14].

Researchers have determined that the use of shrouding can mitigate viscous and pressure
torque drag losses. For meshed spur gears, shrouding involves enclosing the components
axially and radially with strategically placed drain holes. Hill [8] and others have shown

through computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis of shrouded single gears that
shrouding acts to preserve the fluid velocity in the vicinity of the rotating gear, resulting in

reduced power consumption. In general, the load-independent losses are reduced with
decreasing clearance between the stationary shroud and the rotating gear. However, recent
results from tests conducted on shrouded meshed spur gears by Delgado and Hurrell [34]

show that the beneficial effects of shrouding may be offset by the pumping loss inherent in
the meshing action of the gear set.

The experiments conducted at NASA GRC’s Gear Windage Test Facility show a

marked increase in load-independent power loss for a meshed spur gear set versus the sum
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of the power loss of the same gears tested individually. From previous research using

single shrouded spur gears, the small axial, small radial clearance configuration resulted in
the largest reduction in power losses [19].

However, the largest reduction in load

independent losses from experiments conducted using shrouded meshed spur gears were

realized using the large axial, small radial clearance shroud configuration. The explanation
provided by the authors is that for the tight axial and radial clearance shroud, the axial flow
from the gear mesh is blocked by the axial shrouds and redirected back toward the gear

faces as well as through the backlash of the gear set. In contrast, the large axial, small
radial clearance shroud allows the axial flow from the gear mesh to expand axially while

providing the benefit of the efficient momentum conservation on the periphery of the gear
set that the small radial clearance provides.

In efforts to decrease noise and reduce power losses in geared systems, several

researchers have theorized, modeled, or observed the air and oil medium being squeezed
out of the spaces between meshed spur gear teeth. Early acoustic experiments by Rosen

[35] point to air being forced out of the space between a gear tooth and its mating gear
teeth. Dudley [25] notes that oil may become trapped in the meshing region, resulting in

power loss, and “to allow for plenty of room within the casing” to possibly mitigate this
effect. Wittbrodt and Pechersky [36] describe the phenomenon as the air and lubricant in

the volume space between mating teeth being compressed and forced out of the “sides”

and “between” the mating teeth. Diab et al. [37] describe the phenomenon as a trapping of
the air and oil mixture in the tooth interspaces as it undergoes a compression and expansion
within a tooth meshing cycle. The air-oil mixture can flow in both the axial and radial

directions. Seetharaman and Kahraman [26] describe the phenomenon as “pocketing,”
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where the air and oil mixture is treated as a compressible fluid confined by the cavity
making up a tooth on one gear and the mating space between two adjacent teeth on the

opposing gear, or inter-tooth space. Due to rotation, the volume of air and oil is squeezed,
resulting in a higher-pressure in the trapped volume as compared to outside the volume.

The mixture is forced out of the ends and backlash regions of the inter-tooth cavity.
Analyses by Rosen [35] calculates the air discharge velocities for the spur gear meshing

region based on change in volume as the teeth rotate through mesh. Rosen’s findings show

that the maximum discharge velocity occurs at nearly the same time as the measured

maximum acoustic energy. For the gear geometry tested, this maximum velocity occurs

approximately 8 degrees prior to contact at the pitch point. Additionally, Rosen notes that

fluid is discharged prior to the pitch point and then “sucked in” after the pitch point. One
of the methods used by the authors to quiet the gears was to provide a large space at the
“two ends” of the teeth for air and oil to escape. For the gear geometry tested, Rosen
calculates discharge velocities approaching sonic conditions.

Ariura and others [28] attempt to model power loss due to oil “trapping” and

“acceleration”. Power loss due to trapping of the oil is found to be significant at flow

velocities of 10 to 20 m/s (1,969 to 3,937 ft/min) while power loss values due to
circumferential acceleration of the oil are significant at higher velocities. Jetted lubricating
oil is also observed to flow axially out of the meshing region. Wittbrodt and Pechersky

[36] perform a one-dimensional compressible flow analysis that shows higher fluid flow
velocities at the gear tooth tips as compared to axial flow velocities at the ends of the gear
teeth. Fluid velocities are shown to reach sonic levels and are dependent on rotational
speed and relative gear geometries. Peak velocities are shown to occur prior to the gear
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teeth reaching the pitch point in the meshing cycle. The position of maximum velocity

varies with gear geometry.
Regarding the specific rotational position of maximum end flow, positive or negative,
Wittbrodt and Pechersky’s analysis provides a number of factors that affect this location.

Higher pitch-line velocities, smaller backlash, and larger gear ratio tend to move the

maximum velocity earlier in the meshing cycle. One particularly interesting result shows
velocity going to zero just after the pitch point. Recall that Rosen’s work shows air

velocities becoming negative after the pitch point, indicating a reversal in fluid flow from
expulsion to ingestion. While Wittbrodt and Pechersky do not explicitly discuss this,

several other researchers [35], [37], [26] report negative fluid velocities after the meshing
gears pass the pitch point (i.e., fluid ingestion into the gear tooth spaces). Additional trends
from Wittbrodt and Pechersky’s analysis include the following:
1)

Tooth tip flow velocities (backlash flow) are generally higher than end-flow

velocities.
2)

End flow tends to dominate narrow-face-width gears.

3)

Higher fluid velocities result from spur gears with ratios closer to unity.

4) Higher fluid velocities result from smaller backlash.

5)

Higher fluid velocities result from higher pitch-line velocities.

6)

Higher pitch-line velocities shift the peak fluid velocity (possibly sonic) to earlier

in the meshing cycle.

Using conservation of momentum principles, Seetharaman and Kahraman [26] calculate
discharge velocities at the ends and backlash regions of mating spur gear teeth. Results
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show that end-flow power loss increases with respect to backlash power loss as face width
increases, corroborating findings by Wittbrodt and Pechersky [36]. Analyses show a
maximum positive velocity (i.e., expulsion) prior to the pitch point and a maximum

negative velocity (i.e., suction) after the pitch point. The absolute magnitude of these
velocities increases with increasing pitch-line velocity. For the unity ratio gears analyzed,
end-flow pressures increase with increasing velocity. End-flow pressure magnitudes are
slightly less than the magnitudes of the backlash pressure. Correspondingly, end-flow

velocities are slightly lower than backlash flow velocities for a given rotational position.
A CFD analysis in a fully immersed lubricating fluid by Concli and Gorla [38] shows
that the axial velocity at the gear mesh is maximum in the middle of the face width of the

gear tooth and decreases rapidly toward the end (opening) of the mating teeth. Al et al.
[39] perform a single-phase two-dimensional modeling study on meshed spur gears. The
collapsing volume between the gear teeth is modeled as the teeth proceed through the mesh

cycle. Contact between the gear teeth is not modeled and axial flows are not considered.
Results support the existence of a maximum positive pressure prior to the pitch point. The

results also support the observation made by other researchers that a period of expulsion

(positive flow) exists prior to the mesh pitch point, followed by a period of suction
(negative flow) after the mesh pitch point. Results are in agreement with experimental data
by Diab et al. [37]. Burberi et al. [40] simulate unshrouded meshed spur gears rotating in
a submerged air-oil environment with the flow modeled as isothermal and incompressible.
A dynamic mesh, moving boundary approach is used with gear teeth not in contact. Results
are comparable with experiments by Gorla et al. [41]. Results show fluid flow moving out

of and into mesh as the pitch point is traversed. Burberi et al. found the pumping loss can
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be as much as 40% of the overall load-independent power loss of the unshrouded gear
set [40].

Experimental and analytical work by Diab et al. [37] shows a positive increase in
pressure at the root of the gear teeth during meshing prior to the pitch point followed by a
decrease in pressure (i.e., suction) after the pitch point. The analysis and observations are

in line with those of Rosen [35], Wittbrodt and Pechersky [36], and Seetharaman and
Kahraman [26]. Particle image velocimetry (PIV) studies by Hartono et al. [42], [43] for
meshed spur gears at different levels of oil immersion show recirculation of fluid flow that
impinges on the sides and faces of the gear teeth. Pitch-line velocities were limited to less

than 20 m/s (3,937 ft/min). Visual analysis in a fully immersed condition at 0.55 m/s (108

ft/min) and 1.1 m/s (217 ft/min) gear pitch-line velocity indicated fluid movement into
mesh. The particle trajectories, or streamlines, in the vicinity of the mesh region show an
axially outward flow that increases in intensity with pitch-line velocity.

For the purposes of this study, jetting is the axial flow of fluid resulting from the

squeezing, or pocketing, of the fluid mixture (air and oil) in the volumetric interspaces of
the meshing gears. Generally, jetting occurs in the first half of the meshing cycle between

a pair of mating gear teeth prior to those teeth reaching the pitch point. For compressible

fluids, the sharp decrease in volumetric space results in an expulsion of fluid axially out of
the ends of the meshed gear teeth and radially through the backlash region of the mating

gear teeth. The compression of fluid and flow out of the volume results in power loss.
Jetting and the associated power loss can be effected by the placement of axial shrouds.

Several researchers [12], [34] have noted that load-independent losses become
increasingly problematic above 10,000 ft/min (51 m/s). Delgado and Hurrell [32] found
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that the use of shrouds can decrease the load-independent losses of meshed spur gears.
Analyses by researchers at The Pennsylvania State University [7] show the largest decrease

in load-independent losses for single spur gears using shrouds at close clearance. As

discussed earlier, Delgado and Hurrell [32] found that, although the use of close-clearance

shrouds for meshed spur gears results in a decrease in load-independent losses, it does not
always translate into the largest decrease in losses. Close clearance axial shrouds force the
axial jet caused by the meshing of the gear set to be re-ingested into the circumferential

flow resulting in additional power loss. The largest decrease in load-independent losses

was observed using the large axial clearance, small radial clearance shroud configuration.
Comparing this data with PIV data by Hartono et al. [42], [43], as well as analyses of the
jetting phenomena from several other researchers, an optimal shroud configuration should

account for this axial jetting especially at high gear surface speeds. Table III summarizes
the analyses and experiments found regarding the axial jetting phenomena.
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Source
Rosen [35]
Anura et al. [28]

Analytical
Change in volume
n/a

Wittbrodt and
Pechersky [36]

One-dimensional
incompressible and
compressible
closed-form,
compressible, physics
based
Three-dimensional (3D)
computational fluid
dynamics (CFD), volume
of fluid
Two-dimensional CFD

Seetharaman et
al. [26]

Concli and Gorla
[38]
Al et al. [39]

Burberi et al.
[40]
Diab et al. [37]
Hartono et al.
[42], [43]
Delgado and
Hurrell [34]

Experimental
Acoustic, noise
Axial jetting observed via
stroboscope
n/a

Compare to data from
Reference 23

Single-phase fluid

n/a

Oil bath, no tooth
contact

n/a

Single-phase, no
tooth contact

3D CFD, incompressible

n/a

Isentropic, numerical

Gear tooth root pressure
measurement
Particle image
velocimetry
Gear windage power loss

n/a
n/a

Notes

Air only

Table III Summary of jetting analysis and experiments.
Analyses by Rosen [35], Wittbrodt and Pecherksy [36], and Seetharaman and Kahraman

[26] indicate a maximum positive end-flow velocity prior to the teeth of the meshed spur
gears reaching the pitch point in the meshing cycle. This is followed by a maximum

negative end-flow velocity after reaching the pitch point as illustrated in Figure 6 and
Figure 7.

Studies conducted by Diab et al. [37] corroborates these findings through

experimental observation. The trapped volume between the meshed gears decreases to a
minimum at the pitch point, then expands after the pitch point. For incompressible flows,
Wittbrodt and Pechersky [36] observe that the highest fluid velocities occur when

discharge areas are minimum and volume changes with respect to rotational position are

maximum. A number of results in the literature indicate discharge velocities approaching
sonic conditions.
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Figure 6 Meshed spur gears showing trapped volume decreasing and increasing in
magnitude prior to and after the pitch point.

Figure 7 Relative positions of maximum positive and negative end flow per literature
review for meshed spur gears.
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Particle image velocimetry (PIV) studies by Hartono et al. [42], [43] for unshrouded
meshed spur gears at different levels of oil immersion show recirculation of fluid flow that
impinges on the sides and faces of the gear teeth. Pitch-line velocities were limited to less

than 20 m/s (3,937 ft/min). Visual analysis in a fully immersed condition at 0.55 m/s (108

ft/min) and 1.1 m/s (217 ft/min) gear pitch-line velocity indicate the flow pattern as the

gear set proceeds into mesh. The particle trajectories, or streamlines, as the mating gear
teeth enter the mesh zone show an axially outward flow that increases in intensity with

pitch-line velocity. This result agrees with previous research findings showing that axial
jetting velocities increase with increasing pitch-line velocities. For rotorcraft applications
with pitch-line velocities around 25,000 ft/min the axial jetting velocities can approach

sonic velocity. In terms of exit velocities, analyses by Rosen [35] and Wittbrodt and

Pechersky [36] for their particular meshed spur gear geometries show axial velocities

approaching sonic conditions. In addition, higher pitch-line velocities result in the exit
velocity reaching sonic conditions earlier in the meshing cycle.

The use of computational fluid dynamic (CFD) methods has recently been applied to

model gear transmission load-independent losses [44], [45], [46] [20], [22]. Modeling of
two gears meshing is difficult because of the collapse and expansion of the tooth space

volumes during the mesh cycle. Details of the inter-tooth space volume collapse within
the mesh zone requires a compressible fluid model. Viscous drag on the gear sides and

periphery requires the use of turbulence models to adequately capture the flow dynamics.
Incorporating other details in the model, such as two-phase fluid flow and shroud effects,
further complicates the analysis.
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1.3 Objectives of Dissertation Research
The main objective of this research is to characterize the components of load
independent losses of meshed cylindrical gears spinning at high rotational velocities
typically seen in rotorcraft applications and evaluate the effectiveness of various shroud

configurations for reducing these losses.

Understanding of the physical mechanisms

resulting in load-independent losses of meshing gears and the effect of shrouding on these

losses is paramount to developing more effective shroud configurations and more efficient
transmissions.
High-speed rotorcraft transmissions are subject to load-independent power losses

consisting of drag losses and pumping losses. Drag losses can be divided into the viscous
drag loss associated with each gear along the sides and periphery and impingement drag
loss due to fluid impact on the leading faces of the gear teeth. The total drag loss of a gear
pair is the sum of the drag losses of the gear and pinion. Tightly conforming shrouds

enclosing the transmission gears are often incorporated to reduce the drag component of
the total load-independent losses. However, tightly conforming axial shrouds can result in

an increase in the pumping loss component. Testing conducted using the NASA GRC Gear
Windage Test Facility indicate that pumping loss is a large percentage of the total load
independent losses of a meshing gear set.

Therefore, estimating the pumping loss

component is critical for formulating strategies for reducing load-independent losses of
high-speed rotorcraft transmissions.

Quantifying the pumping loss of shrouded gear transmissions has been the subject of
many studies. This study presents a new approach for estimating pumping loss based on
the concept of swept volume and examines the applicability of the approach to various

shroud configurations. The drag loss and pumping loss of shrouded spur and helical gear
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pairs have been determined through testing using the NASA GRC Gear Windage Test
Facility. The results from this testing have been compared to theoretical results using the

formulations presented in this study. In addition, computational fluid dynamic (CFD)
analysis has been conducted for the various shroud configurations tested at NASA GRC.

The results from the CFD analysis confirm the theoretical and empirical results and provide

insight into the applicability of the swept volume approach for estimating pumping power
loss of shrouded gear transmissions.

Many of the past studies of load-independent losses of gear transmissions have
concentrated on quantifying the windage drag losses of the individual gears, but few have

addressed the pumping losses inherent in the meshing action of the gear pairs. The swept
volume approach to the characterization of pumping losses of gear sets introduced in this

study is novel among the various approaches presented in the literature. As a result of this

novel approach, one of the critical determinations of this study is to obtain empirical
evidence of the swept volume flow. Given that this flow can be quantified through

experiment, and verified against theoretical prediction, then the pumping loss due to the

swept volume flow can be quantified. Knowledge of the percentage of load-independent

power loss attributable to the swept volume flow provides a more accurate accounting of
the load-independent losses of shrouded high-speed gearing.

The existence of flow impingement on the leading face of the gear teeth of a rotating

gear as the result of the wake created by the passing of the preceding teeth has been
demonstrated through various studies presented in the literature.

One approach to

mitigating the impingement drag losses resulting from this flow pattern is to redirect the

flow away from the gear tooth space by the addition of an airfoil, or spoiler, feature on the
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back edges of the gear teeth [7]. As part of this study, such a feature was installed on a

spur gear and tested with the objective of demonstrating a reduction of wake impingement

losses compared to the gear without such a feature. Finally, considering the empirical and
theoretical results of this study, guidelines will be presented throughout the study for the

optimal design of the shroud enclosure of cylindrical gear sets for use in high-speed
rotorcraft transmissions.
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CHAPTER II

THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT

2.1

Introduction

The term windage has been used in the literature to describe the drag losses of gears and

gear sets and was borrowed from the work done on gas turbine disk losses [1]. Oxford
Dictionary defines windage as the air resistance of a moving object, such as a vessel or a
rotating machine part, or the force of the wind on a stationary object. Pocketing loss, jetting

loss, or trapping and squeezing loss have been lumped into windage loss implying a drag

characteristic to these losses. However, for tightly shrouded gears, these types of losses
are driven by the displacement, or swept volume, resulting from the meshing action of the
rotating gear set. The concept of swept volume is used in pump and compressor design to

quantify the capacity of the device, but can also be instructive in tightly shrouded gearbox
design to quantify potential pumping losses of the transmission.

The terminology preferred in this study is load-independent power loss, Ploss. The load
independent loss of shrouded gears can be separated into drag losses, P4, and pumping

losses, P5.
Ploss =P4+P5
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(2.1)

The drag losses include the viscous friction between the rotating gear set and the stationary
housing comparable to the windage losses of shrouded gas turbine disks and the
impingement drag on the leading tooth face resulting from the axial wake flow of fluid
through the tooth space created by the passing of the preceding tooth body. The pumping

losses are driven by the bulk movement of fluid through the shroud cavity and forced
expulsion of this fluid through the clearance spaces of the shroud.

Pumping losses

associated with shrouded gear sets is analogous to the power needed to drive the flow
through a gear pump. The power required by a gear pump is dependent on the discharge

pressure. Loss in performance of a gear pump increases with discharge pressure which is

a function of the downstream fluid resistance. Similarly, pumping losses of shrouded gear
sets is also dependent on the resistance to the inherent flow resulting from the meshing

action of the gear set.
One form of load-dependent losses, the losses that occur when two mating gear teeth

contact and go through mesh, warrants special attention. Tooth contact losses can be a
significant source of power loss for heavily loaded meshed gears, so an attempt must be

made to quantify the contact losses inherent in a typical test run using the NASA GRC
Gear Windage Test Facility. If the contact losses are significant compared to the load
independent losses, then the contact losses need to be included in the loss accounting of
the gear set. During a typical NASA GRC test of a cylindrical gear set, the free coast-down

of the test articles is used to measure the power loss of the test gear set. The free coast
down method was used by Dawson [2] [17] for windage studies of single spur and helical

gears. The free coast-down involves disengaging the test gear set from the rig drive system

at the test rotational speed and allowing the test gears and associated shafting to freely coast
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down to zero speed. Gear mesh load during the free coast-down is the result of the resistive

torque on the gear set from the load-independent losses. The contact load between the test

gear pair during the deceleration of the free coast-down cycle is a result of the torque
difference between the two gears. The contact load results in sliding contact losses and

rolling contact losses.
Anderson-Loewenthal [47] develop a method for calculating the sliding and rolling

power loss of a pair of spur gears and Heingartner-Mba extend these methods to helical
gear pairs [48]. In general, the sliding power loss P(li4inK is a function of the sliding

velocity between the drive and driven gear mating tooth surfaces V(Hi4inK, a coefficient of
friction between the two surfaces ^, and a normal contact load w [48]

P(H+4+JK

fsH+4+JK^W

(2.2)

The rolling power loss P70llinK is a function of the rolling velocity of the two contacting
tooth surfaces V7IH+JK, the instantaneous lubricant film thickness h, a thermal correction

factor 0O, and a contact length LB [48].
P71HH+JK

Vrollingh$tLc

(2.3)

Given that the torque resulting from the free coast-down losses reported in this study is

typically between 10 to 15 in-lbs., the sliding and rolling power losses of the test gear set
and the resulting total tooth contact power loss is two orders of magnitude smaller than the

overall free coast-down power loss typically seen during the meshed cylindrical gear tests
reported herein. Therefore the gear tooth contact losses of the meshed gears tested using

the NASA GRC Gear Windage Test Facility during the free coast-down are insignificant

compared to the overall load-independent power loss determined by the free coast-down
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of the test gear set. As result, sliding and rolling losses will be ignored throughout this

study.

2.2

Drag Loss

The effect of radial gap on drag losses of rotating smooth cylinders has been documented
through numerous studies. Gorland [15] and Vrancik [16] both derive the same relation

for the power loss which is rewritten below using P4 instead of W for the power loss

P4 = nC4PRkm3L

(2.4)

where C4 is the skin friction coefficient, p is the fluid density, R is the radius of the

cylinder, w is the angular velocity of the cylinder, and L is the length of the cylinder. The

skin friction coefficient depends on the type of flow, so for laminar flow, the skin friction
coefficient is
Cd

4

=-=
lm

#nlOo

(2.5)

and for turbulent flow the skin friction coefficient is

-t"= = 2.04 + 1.768 lnZ«ePc4{

pqr

(2.6)

where v is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid, t is the gap distance, and Re is the Reynolds

number. The relations for laminar flow indicate that a decrease in shroud clearance for
shrouded smooth rotating cylinders increases the drag losses through increased fluid driven
friction between the rotating cylinder and stationary shroud.

The flow around a rotating gear is more complex than that of the flow around a rotating
cylinder because of the presence of gear teeth on the periphery. A closed form solution for
the drag force on a rotating gear based on boundary layer theory is not practical. As a result
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of the complexity of the flow, researchers have turned to experimentation to characterize
the drag of rotating gears. Empirical relations have been developed over the years for the

drag loss of a single gear. Townsend [1] presents an approximation of the drag losses of
small-diameter gears up to 20 inches in diameter
P4 = C"rfD3L~7

(2.7)

where n is the gear rotation speed in rpm, D is the diameter of the gear, L is the face width,
and C" = 102"3 is a constant. A relationship was developed by Dawson [2] for a shrouded

spur gear that relates the drag loss on a gear P4 to the root diameter D7, face width b,
module m, oil mixture function 0, and gearbox space function A.
P4 = W#.9(0.16Dr3.9 + D#.96~.7}m"."})1O2#~0A

(2.8)

The oil mixture function indicates the ratio of air to air-oil mixture within the gearbox with

0 = 1 corresponding to an oil-free condition. A gearbox space function of 0.5 corresponds
to a tightly shrouded gear while a space function of 1 corresponds to a gear without shrouds.

The first term in the sum is the loss resulting from drag on the two gear sides and the second
term is loss due to drag on the periphery of the gear. Unlike the case for shrouded smooth

cylinders, the relation above indicates that drag losses decrease with shroud clearance for

single gears rotating in a stationary shroud. Possibly, the close clearance shrouding has the
effect of reducing the impingement drag losses on the gear face surfaces by reducing the

momentum of the air-oil fluid axial flow within the tooth space produced by the wake
created by the passing of the preceding gear tooth. A similar effect of shrouding was
observed by Vrancik for the case of axially shrouded salient pole alternator rotors [16].
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Seetharaman and Kahraman characterize gear drag losses for a gear set by dividing the
total drag losses into the drag losses of the gear P41, and drag losses of the pinion P4# [26].

P4 = P4" + P4#

(2.9)

Similar to the relation developed by Dawson [2] (Equation 2.8), the drag losses for the gear

and pinion are further divided into the drag loss on the periphery P45+ and the drag loss on

the two sides P4(+, where i = 1 for the gear and i = 2 for the pinion.

P4+= P45++ P4(+

(2.10)

Dividing the drag losses in this manner can be instructive for determining the effects of
axial and radial shrouds on the total drag loss.
2.2.1

Gear Side Drag Loss

Seetharaman and Kahraman further developed a relationship for the drag force acting

on the two side surfaces of a gear based on the Prandtl one-seventh power law for the
velocity profile in the turbulent regime [26]. For gear i, the power loss due to drag acting

on the sides of the gear given the addendum radius rai, the rotational velocity w+, the
density of the fluid around the gear p, and the dynamic viscosity p of the fluid is
P4f+ = 0.025npp°^^#^rAai^

(2.11)

A relationship for the side drag loss assuming a laminar regime is also presented [26],
however a turbulent regime is assumed in this study given the high pitch-line velocities
considered
Re = — = 8265 > 4000
n

where Re = 4000 is considered the transition to turbulence.
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(2.12)

2.2.2

Gear Periphery Drag Loss

Seetharaman and Kahraman also developed a relationship for the drag loss acting on the
periphery of the gear [26]
P45+= 4n^b+rA#+^+

(2.13)

The relations developed by Seetharaman and Kahraman for the side and peripheral drag

losses will be used for comparison with empirical data obtained from shrouded and

unshrouded single spur and helical gear tests conducted as part of this study. The empirical
relation introduced by Dawson [2] shown in Equation 2.8 will also be used to compare test

results because it incorporates factors in the formulation that account for shrouding, air-oil
mix, and gear module.

2.2.3

Impingement Drag Loss

During rotation of a spur gear in a viscous fluid, a portion of the high-speed tangential

flows near the two gear side planes is diverted into the tooth space. The diverted flow is

caused by the wake of the preceding gear tooth as the tooth space moves into the position
vacated by the tooth. Due to the symmetry of gear tooth in the gear axial mid-plane, the
two opposing flows impinge at the mid-plane creating one flow stream that is radially

ejected due to centrifugal force acting on the fluid. The stagnation of the two axial flows

at the mid-plane of the tooth face results in a pressure differential between the leading and
trailing surfaces and a net torque on the gear in the opposite direction of rotation. Helical
gears do not have the mid-plane symmetry of spur gears but do exhibit axial flow. Dawson
contrasted the flow pattern around spur gears and helical gears and observed that spur gears

tend to draw fluid in from both side axial-plane directions whereas helical gears draw axial
flow from only one direction due to the helix angle of the gear teeth [2], [17].
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The total drag for a meshed gear pair is the sum of the drag on the drive gear and the

drag on the driven gear.
P4 = P4"+P4#

(2.14)

where P4" and P4# are the drag on the drive gear and the driven gear respectively. The

drag for a give gear i consists of the drag on the periphery of the gear, the drag on the two

sides of the gear, and the drag resulting from the air-oil flow impingement on the leading
tooth surfaces

P4+ = P45+ + P4(+ + (PiMP)i

(2.15)

where P4+ is the total drag, P45+ is the drag on the periphery, P4(+ is the drag on the two
axial-plane sides, and ZP+M5{+ is the drag resulting from fluid impingement on the leading

gear tooth surfaces.

2.3

Pumping Losses

The pumping losses of a shrouded meshed gear set are a result of the interaction of the

shroud and the rotating gear set. The meshing gears transport fluid in and out of the shroud
structure similar to a pump, or compressor. Considering the shroud structure as the outline

of a control volume, then an energy balance can be written for this open system
Q-W + mCp(Tlnlet - Tivoh&o) = 0

(2.16)

where Q is the heat transfer out of the shroud structure, W is the work being performed on

the fluid within the shroud cavity, m is the mass flow rate through the shroud cavity caused

by the action of the rotating gear set, C5 is the constant specific heat of the fluid within the
shroud cavity, and T+JH&O, TIVO are the temperatures of the fluid entering and leaving the
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shroud cavity. The energy transport term containing the mass flow rate through the shroud
cavity in Equation 2.16 is due to the swept volume of the shrouded gear set. The work
term W is the work corresponding to the total drag loss of the gear set and work performed

on the fluid as the fluid is compressed during the meshing action of the gear set.
2.3.1

Swept Volume Loss

The flow of fluid through the shroud cavity is one of the power transfer mechanisms

from the open system energy balance represented by Equation 2.16. This flow of fluid
through the shroud cavity is driven by the swept volume of the gear set. Swept volume is

a term used by pump designers to size the volumetric displacement of a positive

displacement pump, or compressor. Gear pumps have an associated swept volume based

on the geometry of the gear set that constitutes the pumping mechanism of the gear pump.
Manring and Kasaragadda [49] developed a relation for the maximum flow rate of a

spur gear pump QMAN as a function of the face width b, addendum radii of the drive and
driven gears ral, rA#, the pitch radii of the drive and driven gears rpl, r5# and the angular

velocity of the drive gear w,.
Qman =%oL rA, + rA# 7^ - rplzrpl + rp2{
#

|_

(2.17)

7p2

A similar relationship for the minimum flow rate was developed [49].

Qm+j =%0i[^#"+^##7ei-^5"Z^5"+^5#{-(1-7ei)^#l
#

L

7p2

\

7p2/

(2.18)

where ls is the length of the line of contact at the start of contact to the pitch point and is

calculated, knowing the pressure angle of the gear set a, using the following equation.
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I(

JrA# ~rp2(cosa)2 - Vp# sin a

(2.19)

The amplitude of the swept volume flow is the difference between the maximum and
minimum flow rates and represents the amount of flow trapped by the gear teeth as contact

occurs.
2.3.2

Pocketing Loss

Power loss resulting from the collapse of the volume of fluid within the gear mesh zone

and eventual trapping and squeezing of this volume during the meshing of gear teeth has

been termed pocketing losses by those that have studied the phenomenon. Seetharaman
examined pocketing loss of dip-lubricated spur gears [26].

Based on Seetharaman’s

analysis, the power loss resulting from pocketing can be determined by first defining a

control volume enclosed within the boundaries of the mating teeth at a given instant of
time. The conservation laws are then applied to this control volume and the process is

repeated for each instant of time of the mesh cycle. During the first half of the mesh cycle,
the meshing action creates pockets of volume that contain a mixture of air and oil. The

volumes decrease in size and shape during the first half of the mesh cycle. The decreasing
volume results in flow axially out of the two ends of the volume and radially through the
space created by the backlash of the mating gears. The following derivation will explore
the end flow, i.e. axial jetting, for a spur gear set.
Starting with the volume created by the tooth space on the driven gear and the mating

tooth of the drive gear, two control volumes can be defined at time t" and time t# as shown

in Figure 8. Two corresponding volumes are formed by the tooth space on the drive gear
and the mating tooth of the driven gear (not shown). The volume changes shape and size
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as the mesh cycle progresses. The volume size decreases as the two gears proceed through

the mesh cycle and reaches a minimum at the pitch point. After the pitch point, the volume

begins to increase until the two gears proceed out of mesh. Referring to the first half of
the mesh cycle where the volume is decreasing, the control volumes (V("), V(#)) and flow

areas for times t" and t# are defined as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 8 Control volume change from times t" to t# during the mesh cycle.

Figure 9 Control volume at t" and t#.

The backlash area and end areas at time i are given as ^%+), and A&+ respectively.
Likewise, the backlash velocity and end velocities are v%+), and v&(+). From conservation of

mass, the time rate of change of mass in the control volume plus the net mass efflux
crossing the control surface is zero.
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— f prv
B\ dV + fB( pv • ndA = 0

(2.20)

4O B\

Proceeding from time t" to time t#, this relation can be discretized with respect to time.
JO

[pC\(#)V(#) - Pbv("W")] + 2p&"«,("4" + p%")v%^A%'> = 0

(2.21)

The control volume density and the densities at the backlash area and end areas at time i
are given by pB\, p%\ and p&+. Rearranging shows that the velocities are related to the

change in volume from t" to t#.
2p&1)vc(1)41) +p%1)v%1)41) = -jol^w:#)

-Pb/'M")]

(2.22)

Assuming the backlash velocity is proportional to the end velocity
vb = ave

(2.23)

where a is the proportionality constant and the time increment At, from t" to t#, is related
to the gear surface speed vs
.

AO

7JO

At = — = —
o
Vs

(2.24)

then Equation 2.22 can be rewritten for the end velocity.
„(1) = &

Vs \_pS)vt^)-p^)V<^
7JO bpm^m^+Ap^1)^1).

(2.25)

The gear angular speed, the angular increment from t" to t# and the gear pitch radius are

given by w, A6, and r respectively. Note that the end and backlash velocities are relative
velocities since the frame of reference is rotating with the gear.
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From conservation of linear momentum, the total force acting on the control volume is
the time rate of change of linear momentum within the control volume plus the net efflux

of linear momentum crossing the control volume surface.
^F =

4^V
4O B\

pB\vB\dv + Scs Pb(VB(VB( * nd^
B(

(2.26)

The force acting on the volume end areas is related to the end velocity
F&=P&M2A&

(2.27)

Since there are two end areas, then the power loss due to axial jetting is given as
P& = 2v&F&

(2.28)

and substituting Equation 2.27 gives
P& = 2P&M3A&

(2.29)

The pocketing power loss due to axial jetting varies with the end velocity cubed and for
the high pitch-line velocities seen in rotorcraft gearing, the end velocity can approach the
speed of sound.

The difficulty with the pocketing loss analysis applied to shrouded gear sets is that the
analysis only considers one manifestation of pumping loss. Pocketing analysis examines

only the trapping and squeezing of the air-oil mix as the fluid is acted upon by the meshing
gear set. The bulk movement of fluid through the shroud cavity is not considered. Since
swept volume is a function of the drive gear speed, then the losses associated with the bulk
flow increase with the pitch-line velocity of the gear set. Seetharaman shows the diversion
of predicted pumping losses based only on pocketing loss versus empirical results as the
pitch-line velocity of the gear set is increased.
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In addition, pocketing analysis is

problematic as the pitch-line velocity increases since the time increment needed to capture

the fluid dynamics needs to be increasingly refined. Using the concept of swept volume,

in combination with the energy balance described in Equation 2.16, gives a complete

accounting of the pumping losses of shrouded gear sets.

2.4

Conclusions

Load-independent losses of gear sets are composed of drag losses of the individual gears

and pumping losses of the gear set. Drag losses of individual gears consist of drag on the

sides and periphery of the gear and impingement drag on the gear tooth face surfaces.
Empirical relations have been developed to quantify drag power loss based on gear

geometry, shroud configuration and fluid properties surrounding the gear. The empirical

formulations show a cubic power versus rotational speed relationship for the side drag and
a squared power versus rotational speed relationship for peripheral drag. Impingement

drag is a result of the pressure difference between the gear face surface and backside of the

gear tooth caused by axial wake flow into the tooth cavity. No empirical relationships have
been developed for quantifying impingement drag. However, helical gears are known to
exhibit less impingement drag versus spur gears because of the effect of the helical tooth

space on limiting the axial flow from one face of the gear instead of two faces as seen in

spur gears.
Pumping losses of shrouded meshed gears can be determined by considering the gear
set and surrounding fluid as an open system with the shroud boundary as a control volume.

For this system, work is being performed on the fluid within the shroud cavity, heat is being

transported across the shroud enclosure, and fluid mass flow moves energy through the
shroud cavity. The mass flow rate through the shroud cavity is a function of the swept
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volume of the gear set while the work performed on the fluid is a combination of the work
from mesh volume compression, or pocketing, and work corresponding to the total drag

loss of the gear set.
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CHAPTER III

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

3.1

Introduction

This chapter will detail the NASA GRC Gear Windage Test Facility. Emphasis will be

placed on the various modes of operation of the test rig and the variable clearance shroud
structure enabling the researcher to perform power loss tests using different shroud
configurations. The power loss tests reported in this study used various test articles to

determine the load-independent power loss of the test article(s) rotated to high rotational
velocity. The details of the test articles used during the power loss tests reported herein
are presented. The procedure used during the power loss tests is given with a description

of the free wind-down deceleration of the test article(s) which is the basis of the power loss
measurement. A typical test run is detailed emphasizing the consistency of test sequence

and consistency of operating parameters during the test run. The method used to convert
the test data into useful power loss values is detailed. Additional information is given on
the development of key information needed for the determination of the power loss of the
test articles.
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3.2

Test Facility

The load-independent power loss tests presented in this study were conducted using the
NASA GRC Gear Windage Test Facility. A sketch of the facility test rig is shown in

Figure 10. The test gearbox can accommodate either single, or meshed, cylindrical gears
corresponding to single, or dual shaft, modes of operation of the test rig. The rig has a 150
horsepower DC drive motor that is connected to a 5.17:1 ratio speed-up gearbox. The

output of the speed-up gearbox is connected to a torque meter which in turn is connected
to a hydraulically actuated clutch and the input shaft to the test gearbox through flexible

couplings. The output shaft of the test gearbox is connected through another hydraulically
actuated clutch and flexible couplings to an eddy current dynamometer (magnetic particle

brake) that can provide load to the test gear set during the ramp-up to test speed.
Speed sensors consisting of 60 toothed wheels are mounted on the rig shafting. For each
speed wheel a variable reluctance magnetic speed sensor is bracket-mounted to the rig

frame to measure shaft speed. The facility has five speed wheel and magnetic speed sensor
pairs located at the drive motor shaft, speed-up gearbox input shaft, test gearbox input shaft,
test gearbox output shaft, and dynamometer shaft. Accelerometers are located at the speed

up gearbox, torque meter, test rig, and dynamometer. Thermocouples are located at the oil

inlet and oil exit of the test gearbox, at the two bearing locations supporting the test gearbox

input shaft and the two bearing locations supporting the test gearbox output shaft, and at a
location just out-of-mesh of the test gears to measure gear fling-off temperature. The gear
fling off temperature is measured at the 1 o’clock position, or 30 degrees clockwise from
the vertical, on the drive side test gear. Gear lubrication jets are located within the gearbox.

The configuration of the jets varied with the particular power loss test conducted. Torque
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from the drive motor is measured with a rotary torque sensor rated at 2,000 in.-lb. and

located in-line between the speed-up gearbox and test gearbox prior to the hydraulically

actuated clutch on the test gearbox drive shaft.
As mentioned above, the input and output shafts both have hydraulically actuated

clutches that allow the test gearbox in single, or dual shaft mode, to be disconnected from

the motor and the dynamometer allowing the test gears and shafts to freely coast-down
from an initial test speed to zero speed. Given the speed capability of the drive motor and
speed increasing gearbox and the dimensions of possible test gears, the pitch-line velocity

of the test gears can be rotated in excess of 55,000 ft/min (279 m/s). However, tests

presented herein were limited to an input speed of 10,000 rpm, or 28,000 ft/min (142 m/s).
The test gears can be run in the gearbox with or without shrouding. The shrouding
clearance can be adjusted radially and axially. A sketch showing a helical gear set rotating

in axial shrouds within the clam-shell housing and test gearbox is shown in Figure 11. The

sketch shows the direction of rotation of the gear set with the smaller diameter gear being
the drive pinion and the larger diameter gear as the driven gear. The pinion and gear

arrangement and directions of rotation shown is indicative of all the meshed gear tests

reported herein.
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Figure 10 Overview sketch of the NASA Glenn Research Center Gear Windage Rig.

Figure 11 Shrouding assembly for the test facility showing gear rotation.
A sketch of the test gearbox showing the major components of the gear shroud support
structure contained within the gearbox is shown in Figure 12. The test gearbox interior
dimensions are approximately 6 inches (0.15m) wide by 16 inches (0.41m) deep by 28

inches (0.71m) long. The test gears can be run in the gearbox with, or without, shrouding.

The shrouding clearance can be adjusted radially and axially as shown in Figures 13
and 14. Aluminum plates 1/4-inch-thick (6.35 mm) are used for the axial shrouds while
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1/16-inch-thick (1.5875 mm) low-carbon steel sheet metal strips are used for the radial

shrouds. The shrouds are contained within, and held in place by, the clam-shell housing
which in turn is bolted to the gearbox structure.

The shroud surface roughness is

approximately 63 micro-inches (1.6 micro-meter) for both the axial shrouds and radial
shrouds. Six machined axial slots within the clam-shell housing allow for set clearances
between the axial shroud wall and the test gear as seen in Figure 14. The axial shroud
walls, in turn, have six machined radial slots to vary the radial shroud position, Figure 13.
For ease of assembly, the clam-shell housing is composed of four pieces: 1) upper drive

side; 2) lower drive-side; 3) upper driven-side; 4) lower driven-side. The entire clam-shell
housing assembly is bolted within the test gearbox as shown in Figure 12. Note that the
two lower pieces (drive-side and driven-side) of clam-shell housing each contain five oil

drain slots whereas the bottom radial shroud pieces contain one drain slot per side. The

test gearbox can accommodate both single, or meshed, spur and helical gear designs
corresponding to the single, or dual shaft modes of operation. The single shaft mode of
operation can also be used to perform power loss tests on aluminum disks of 1-inch, 2-inch
and 3-inch thickness.

Figure 12 Test gearbox showing clam-shell (CS) enclosure for shrouding within the NASA
Gearbox.
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Figure 13 Configuration of radial and axial shrouding. Axial shrouds are 0.25 in. thick.

Figure 14 Configuration of axial and radial shrouding using machined slots.

Due to design and manufacturing variation of the radial shroud pieces and the axial
shroud plates, the assembled shroud enclosure contains a gap at the apexes of the figure

eight formed by the radial shrouds. Figure 15 shows a set of radial shrouds assembled in
the back half of the axial shroud plates. The top joint of the radial shrouds contains a

clearance gap that is shown in a close-up view in Figure 16. A similar clearance gap exists
on the bottom joint of the radial shrouds. The gap will be referenced later in this study as

part of a swept volume analysis and computational fluid dynamic analysis. Varying width
radial shrouds are used depending on the radial shroud clearance desired. Each set of radial

shrouds contain similar gaps at the top and bottom apexes of the figure eight formed by the
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assembled radial shrouds. However, the gap distance and gap size varies from one radial

shroud set to another.

Figure 15 Radial shrouds installed in back half of axial shrouds.

Figure 16 Radial shroud top clearance gap.
3.3

Test Articles

The test articles consist of three aluminum disks of varying widths, a set of spur gears,
and a set of helical gears. The three aluminum disks are 13.5 inches in diameter and 1 inch,

2 inch, and 3 inch in width. The aluminum disks are shown in Figure 17. The spur gears
used in this study are shown in Figure 18 and the pertinent parameters are given in Table
IV. The helical gear set is shown in Figure 19 and the pertinent gear parameters are given

in Table V. In addition to the above test articles, the larger of the two spur gears was
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retrofitted with spoilers on the two sides of all the gear teeth as shown in Figure 20 for one

of the gear teeth. The spoilers were designed to reduce the tooth space impingement drag

loss resulting from the wake created by the passing of the preceding tooth during gear
rotation.

Figure 17 Test cylindrical disks.

Figure 18 Test spur gears.
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Gear Parameter

Drive

Driven

number of teeth

44

52

pitch/mod., 1/in. (mm)

4 (6.35)

face width, in. (mm)

1.12 (28.4)

1.12 (28.4)

pitch dia., in. (mm)

11.0 (279.4)

13.0 (330.2)

25 (0.44)

pressure angle, deg (rad)

outside dia., in. (mm)

11.49 (291.9)

13.49 (342.7)

material

Steel-SAE 5150H

surface finish, gin (gm)

16 (0.4)

Table IV Spur gear pinion (drive-side) and gear (driven-side) specifications.

Figure 19 Test helical gears.
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Gear Parameter

Drive-side

Driven-side

number of teeth

44

52

helix angle, deg

27.6 LH

27.6 RH

transverse pitch/mod., 1/in. (mm)

4 (6.35)

face width, in. (mm)

1.00 (28.4)

1.00 (28.4)

pitch dia., in. (mm)

11.0 (279.4)

13.0 (330.2)

20

normal pressure angle, deg

11.44 (290.6)

outside dia., in. (mm)

13.44 (341.4)

material

Steel-SAE 8620

surface finish, pin (pm)

16 (0.4)

Table V Helical gear pinion (drive-side) and gear (driven-side) specifications.

Figure 20 Spoiler feature shown on the two sides of one gear tooth of the 13 inch pitch
diameter spur gear.
3.4

Experimental Procedure

Regardless of the mode of operation, single or dual shaft, the power loss tests conducted
for this study consisted of three cycles of a stepped ramp-up of the test article(s) to test
speed followed by a free coast-down to zero speed. Prior to the test run, the lubrication oil

temperature and flow rates were adjusted for the particular test condition. The test article(s)

rotational velocity was driven to 10,000 rpm in 2,000 rpm increments. The rig clutches
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were then energized to disengage both the drive motor and dynamometer from the test

article(s) and associated shaft(s). The test shaft(s) and test article(s) were then allowed to
coast to zero rotational velocity. The cycle was repeated two additional times. A typical
three cycle test is shown in Figure 21. Shaft speeds, torque, bearing temperatures and gear

fling-off temperatures were recorded using LabVIEW at 3 Hz capture rate.

Figure 21 Typical power loss test ramp-up and free coast-down 3 cycle test.

During the ramp-up portion of a meshed gear power loss test cycle (dual shaft mode of
operation), an opposing torque of 10 in.-lb. (13.5 Nm) was applied using the rig

dynamometer.

The torque was applied to lightly load the meshed gears to prevent

excessive vibration due to gear rattle and prevent tooth backside contact. The gear set was
tested in the various shroud configurations listed in Table VI. Once again, note that the

two lower pieces (drive-side and driven-side) of clam-shell (CS) housing each contain five

oil-drain slots per side whereas the bottom radial shroud pieces contain one drain slot per

side.

Therefore, the CS shroud configuration contains five drain slots per side whereas

the other shroud configurations, except for the unshrouded U configuration, contain one
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drain slot per side. Table VI also gives the nominal axial and radial dimensions for each

shroud configuration.
During the shrouded meshed gear power loss test, lubrication was directed into-mesh
using two jets one positioned approximately 30° off of the horizontal plane on the drive

pinion and one positioned approximately 150° off the horizontal plane on the driven gear.

Gear lubrication flow feeding the two jets was nominally 0.90 gpm (3.41 lpm) at constant
pressure. Gear fling-off temperature for all configurations was measured at the 1 o’clock
position on the drive-side pinion. The lubrication jets entered through the clam-shell

housing and through the internal radial shrouds to provide lubricant to the gear set as the

gear set rotated into mesh. Aluminum tubing with a 0.250 inch outside diameter and an
0.035 inch wall was used as feed lines to the lubrication jests. The typical meshed gear

power loss test lubrication jet and thermocouple setup, as viewed looking down towards
the test gearbox top, is shown Figure 22.

Axial Clearance
Shroud Configuration

Per side
in. (mm)

Radial Clearance

Drive-side
in. (mm)

Driven-side
in. (mm)

2.25

(57)

2.5

(64)

1.0

(25)

(CS) unshrouded w/clam-shell hsg

1.5

(38)

0.82

(21)

0.82

(21)

(C1) shrouded

0.039

(1)

0.039

(1)

0.039

(1)

(C6) shrouded

0.039

(1)

0.66

(17)

0.66

(17)

(C31) shrouded

1.17

(30)

0.039

(1)

0.039

(1)

(C36) shrouded

1.17

(30)

0.66

(17)

0.66

(17)

(Clmod) shrouded

0.039

(1)

0.039

(1)

0.039

(1)

(U)

unshrouded

Table VI Shroud configurations with axial and radial clearance.
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Fling-off Thermocouple

Gear Lubrication Jets

Drive

Driven

Figure 22 Typical meshed gear power loss test lubrication jet and thermocouple setup.
3.5

Gear Windage Power Loss Calculation

The total power loss during the free coast-down consists of gear mesh losses, rig

driveline losses, drag losses, and for meshed gear sets, pumping losses. Considering the
light loading of the gear set during the free coast-down, the gear mesh losses will not be
considered as detailed in Section 2.1. As noted, the maximum free coast-down torque

difference between the drive and driven shafts was calculated to be no more than 15 in-lbs
which typically corresponds to sliding and rolling losses of two orders of magnitude
smaller than the typical total loss measured during the tests reported herein. The rig

driveline losses, or tare losses, consist of power losses associated with the spinning drive

shaft, driven shaft, and support bearings. These losses were determined by performing free

coast-down tests in single mode rig operation using the drive test shaft (and associated
bearings) and the driven test shaft (and associated bearings) without the test gears installed.
Similar to Dawson [2] [17], the power loss was determined by recording the angular

velocity versus time during the free coast-down portion of the test cycle and determining
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the slope of the speed trace or instantaneous angular acceleration. Torque is then given by
the product of the angular acceleration and the moment of inertia. An equivalent moment

of inertiaJ&> for the meshed gear system is given by Equation 3.1 [48].
!&>=!"+!#£§••

(3.1)

The total system power loss of the meshed gear system is calculated from the product of
the torque and the shaft speed for each shaft speed recorded during the free coast-down of
the test gears. The meshed gear system consists of the test gears, drive and driven shafts,
and support bearings. The load-independent power loss of the test gear set is determined

by subtracting the tare power loss described above from the total system power loss.
Component inertias were measured using the curved rail method outlined by Genta et
al. [50] given the total mass of the assembly m, the radius of the shaft bearing journal r,

the radius of the curved rail of the test apparatus R, the period of oscillation of the

component assembly T.
j=

mr# \—KL—_
k®(l27)

- 1©

(3.2)

The experimental set-up for the curved rail tests is shown in Figure 23. The test shaft
assemblies, drive and driven, were assembled with and without the test gears, or test
articles. The inertias measured using the test shaft assemblies without the test articles were

used in calculating the rig driveline losses. The inertias measured using the test shaft

assemblies with the test articles were used in determining the total system power loss.
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Figure 23 Experimental setup using the curved rail method to measure moment of inertia.
3.6

Conclusions

A functional description of the NASA GRC Gear Windage Test Facility was presented.
Single shaft mode of operation and dual shaft mode of operation of the test rig was

described. Components of the rig were presented with an emphasis on the gear shroud
structure and the capability of the facility to test shrouded single and meshed gears in

varying clearance shroud configurations. The meshed shrouded test setup description was

provided emphasizing the test article lubrication scheme, jet location and fling-off
thermocouple location. A typical test run used during the power loss tests reported herein

was described in detail. The calculation procedure used in determining the power loss of
a meshed gear set was described. A similar calculation procedure to determine the test

article power loss was used for the data generated by single component power loss tests.
Finally, a description of the curved rail method used to determine component inertias was

detailed.
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CHAPTER IV

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1

Introduction

Rotorcraft gearbox efficiencies are reduced at increased surface speeds due to viscous
drag on the sides and periphery of the gears, impingement drag on the gear teeth and
pumping loss due to the meshing action of the gear sets. Single gear studies have shown

the effect of rotational speed, gear geometry, and lubrication on the power loss for

unshrouded and shrouded gears. Similar studies using unshrouded meshed gears have been
conducted to determine the effect of rotational speed and lubrication flow rate on the load

independent power loss. However, the open literature does not contain much experimental
test data on shrouded meshed gear load-independent losses. In order to overcome this gap

in knowledge, shrouded single and meshed cylindrical gear load-independent loss tests

were conducted using the NASA GRC Gear Windage Test Facility. Shrouded single gear
load-independent power loss tests were also conducted on the same gears to augment the
meshed gear tests. Particular attention was given to determining the effect of temperature
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and lubrication oil flow on the power loss results obtained using the rig during the meshed

spur gear tests reported herein.
Presented first are the results from the NASA GRC tests conducted to determine the

effect of oil temperature on load-independent power loss. Load-independent power loss
tests were conducted using the spur gear set presented in Section 3.3. During this series of
tests, the gear set was enclosed in four different shroud configurations and tested at four
different oil inlet temperatures. The oil inlet is the source for the gear set lubrication jets

and the output and input shaft support bearing lubrication. The power loss for the four

shroud configurations at a given temperature are compared and contrasted and the
effectiveness of the four shroud configurations is evaluated at the four oil inlet temperatures
tested. The results show consistent load-independent power loss regardless of the test oil

inlet temperature. Finally, a comparison of the results is made to determine the day to day
variation in power loss results given that a specific test condition (oil inlet temperature,

shroud configuration, etc.) was conducted over a series of three days.
Single gear data obtained from tests conducted at the NASA GRC Gear Windage Test
Facility are then presented for various shroud configurations in an air only environment

and in an air-oil environment at 100°F (38°C) oil inlet temperature. The speed versus

power loss relationship for the shroud configurations tested is then compared to data given
in the literature. Following this testing, a spoiler feature was introduced on the 13 inch

pitch diameter spur gear teeth trailing edges to determine if such a feature can reduce the

power loss due to impingement drag. Power loss results from this testing are presented
and compared to the power loss results of the same 13 inch pitch diameter spur gear tested
without the spoiler feature in the same shroud configurations. Finally, shrouded meshed
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spur and helical gear power loss results are given for various shroud configurations in an
air-oil environment at 100°F (38°C) oil inlet temperature. The results are compared to the

available literature.
4.2

Thermal Effects

The temperature dependence of the load-independent loss data obtained from tests
conducted using the NASA GRC Gear Windage Test Facility is explored through a series

of tests conducted on the spur gear set presented in Section 3.3. Power loss experimental

results for meshed spur gears at elevated oil temperatures both with and without shrouding

at constant oil inlet pressure are presented. The data is compared and contrasted with the

available literature. Load-independent power loss data at 100°F (38°C), 125°F (52°C),
160°F (71°C), and 180°F (82°C) oil inlet temperatures are presented for the unshrouded U
configuration without the clam-shell housing installed in the test gearbox, the clam-shell
configuration CS with the clam-shell housing installed in the test gearbox, the C1
configuration with the minimum axial and minimum radial shroud clearance and the C36
configuration with the maximum axial and maximum radial shroud clearance. The shroud

configurations, axial clearances and radial clearance are listed in Table VI. The spur pinion
and gear specifications are given in Table IV.

The gear fling-off temperature for all configurations was measured at the 1 o’clock
position on the drive-side pinion as outlined in Section 3.4. Lubrication was directed into-

mesh using two jets one positioned approximately 30° off of the horizontal plane on the
drive pinion and one positioned approximately 150° off the horizontal plane on the driven
gear. Gear lubrication flow feeding the two jets was nominally 0.90 gpm (3.41 lpm) at

constant pressure. The lubricant used during testing is a 555 synthetic turbine oil per
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U.S. DoD-PRF-85734 used specifically for gas turbine engines and helicopter
transmissions. The shaft bearing temperatures were monitored throughout testing and are

reported herein. The lubrication inlet separates into two lines, one feeding the two gear
lubrication jets and one feeding the four test shaft support bearings. Separate flow meters

were used to record the lubrication flow to the test gear set and to the test shaft bearings
and the data generated by these transducers will be referred to as gear oil flow and bearing
oil flow, respectively.

Meshed spur gear tests were conducted in an unshrouded and shrouded configuration at
four oil inlet temperatures; 100°F (38°C), 125°F (52°C), 160°F (71°C), and 180°F (82°C).

The oil inlet temperature was measured during testing at a point in the stainless steel oil
inlet supply line prior to entering the test gearbox.
measured in the gearbox drain line.

The oil outlet temperature, was

Two unshrouded configurations were tested;

unshrouded designated U, and clam-shell designated CS. The axial and radial clearances
for the unshrouded and shrouded configurations are given in Table VI along with a

description of the nomenclature U, CS, C36 and C1 used throughout this study. The U
configuration is simply the two meshed spur gears installed in the test gearbox without the
clam-shell housing installed. The CS configuration is the U configuration with the clam

shell housing enclosing the gear set and installed in the test gearbox. The two shrouded

configurations, C36 and C1, are at the maximum axial maximum radial and the minimum
axial minimum radial clearances, respectively.

The drive gear was rotated to 10,000 rpm in 2,000 rpm increments throughout the

testing. A typical test profile is shown in Figure 21. The speed was changed every 100
seconds with approximately 20 seconds used to transition to the next speed increment and
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80 seconds to hold at each speed. After holding at the maximum input drive speed of

10,000 rpm the rig drive motor and dynamometer were simultaneously disengaged
allowing the test gears, input shaft, and output shaft to coast-down freely to zero speed.
This process was repeated for a total of three cycles. Data was recorded using LabView at
3 Hz capture rate.

The load-independent power loss for the meshed spur gears was determined by first
calculating the angular acceleration derived from the velocity versus time measurements
captured during the free coast-down of the system (i.e. meshed spur gears, shaft, and
bearings). The system torque is given by the product of the angular acceleration and the

equivalent inertia of the meshed spur gear set. The system power loss is the product of the
system torque and system shaft speed. The load-independent power loss due to just the
meshed spur gears was determined by subtracting the rig tare power loss (i.e. shafts and

bearings only) from the total system power loss. Rig tare losses consist of power losses

associated with the spinning drive shaft, driven shaft, and support bearings. These losses

were determined by performing free coast-down power loss tests of the drive shaft and
associated support bearings and driven shaft and associated support bearings without the
test gears installed.

The average oil inlet temperatures and instantaneous gear fling-off temperatures during
the cycle 3 free coast-down for each of the four test nominal oil inlet temperatures are given

in Table VII and Table VIII, respectively. Load-independent power loss data is presented
in Figure 24, Figure 25, Figure 26 and Figure 27 for shroud configurations U, CS, C36,

and C1 (Table VI) respectively at 100°F (38°C), 125°F (52°C), 160°F (71°C), and 180°F
(82°C) oil inlet temperatures. As shown, the CS shroud configuration power loss results
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are nearly identical to the U shroud configuration power loss results and the C36 shroud

configuration power loss results are nearly identical with those of the C1 shroud
configuration. Also, note that the power loss for each configuration (U, CS, C36, and C1)

is relatively unaffected by changes in the oil inlet temperature 100°F (38°C), 125°F (52°C),

160°F (71°C), and 180°F (82°C).

Test Nominal
Oil Inlet
Temperature
100°F (38°C)
125°F (52°C)
160°F (71 °C)
180°F (82°C)

U
°F (°C)
99.8 (37.7)

130.8 (54.9)
164.2 (73.4)
186.9 (86.1)

Shroud Configuration
C36
CS
°F (°C)
°F (°C)
102.3 (39.0) 101.5 (38.6)
128.8 (53.8) 127.9 (53.3)
166.4 (74.7) 166.3 (74.6)
186.1 (85.6) 184.8 (84.9)

C1
°F (°C)
109.3 (42.9)
127.8 (53.2)
166.4 (74.7)
198.1 (92.3)

Table VII Test average oil inlet temperatures.

Test Nominal
Oil Inlet
Temperature
100°F (38°C)
125°F (52°C)
160°F (71 °C)
180°F (82°C)

U
°F (°C)
195 (90.6)
215 (102)
231 (110)
246 (119)

Shroud Configuration
C36
CS
°F (°C)
°F (°C)
198 (92.2)
192 (88.9)
211 (99.4)
210 (98.9)
230 (110)
232 (111)
243 (117)
245 (118)

Table VIII Instantaneous gear fling-off temperatures.
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C1
°F (°C)
222 (105.6)
238 (114)
263 (128)
286 (141)

Figure 24 Unshrouded (U) windage power loss test results for meshed spur gears at four
oil inlet temperatures.

Figure 25 CS shroud configuration power loss test results for meshed spur gears at four
oil inlet temperatures.
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Pitch-line velocity [m/s]

Figure 26 C36 shroud configuration power loss test results for meshed spur gears at four
oil inlet temperatures.

Figure 27 C1 shroud configuration power loss test results for meshed spur gears at four oil
inlet temperatures.
Load-independent power loss test results at nominal oil inlet temperatures of 100°F
(38°C), 125°F (52°C), 160°F (71°C) and 180°F (82°C) for each of the four shroud
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configurations is given in Figure 28, Figure 29, Figure 30, and Figure 31, respectively. As
shown, the C36 and C1 configurations are slightly lower in power loss than the U and CS

configurations. If we consider the U and CS configurations as “unshrouded” and the C36
and C1 configurations as “shrouded”, then the results show a growing difference in power
loss between the “unshrouded” and “shrouded” configurations as pitch-line velocity is

increased. All of the tests for a given shroud configuration and oil inlet temperature were

conducted over a series of three days consisting of three free coast-down cycles per day.
The third free coast-down cycle power loss results for the C1 shroud configuration tests at

100°F (38°C) nominal oil inlet temperature over a 3 day period is shown in Figure 32.

Figure 28 Comparison of power loss at 100°F (38°C) nominal oil inlet temperature for U,
CS, C36, and C1 shroud configurations.
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Pitch-line velocity [m/s]

Figure 29 Comparison of power loss at 125°F (52°C) nominal oil inlet temperature for U,
CS, C36, and C1 shroud configurations.

Figure 30 Comparison of power loss at 160°F (71°C) nominal oil inlet temperature for U,
CS, C36, and C1 shroud configurations.
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Pitch-line velocity [ft/min]

Figure 31 Comparison of power loss at 180°F (82°C) nominal oil inlet temperature for U,
CS, C36, and C1 shroud configurations.
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Figure 32 Comparison of power loss during consecutive days of testing.
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For the four shroud configurations tested, Table IX shows average oil inlet, oil exit, gear
oil flow and bearing oil flow at each of the four test temperatures. Each entry in Table IX

is an average of all of the tests conducted using the four shroud configurations; U, CS, C36,

and C1, at a nominal oil inlet temperature. Each of the 4 values are an average of 100 data
points taken during the free coast-down of the gear set. For example, in Table IX, the 0.85

gpm (3.22 lpm) average gear oil flow corresponding to the 100°F (38°C) nominal oil inlet
temperature is an average of the gear oil flows from the four shroud configuration tests

conducted using the U, CS, C36, and C1 shroud configurations. The gear oil flows used

during the four shroud configuration tests are 0.73 gpm (2.76 lpm), 0.90 gpm (3.41 lpm),
0.87 gpm (3.29 lpm), and 0.91 gpm (3.4 lpm), respectively which result in an average of

0.85 gpm (3.22 lpm). The gear oil flow rate used for the U shroud configuration test was
0.73 gpm (2.76 lpm) which is an average of 100 data points taken during the free coast
down of the unshrouded (U) meshed spur gear test at a nominal oil inlet temperature of

100°F (38°C).
Nominal Oil
Inlet
Temperature
100
125
160
180

(38)
(52)
(71)
(82)

Average Oil
Inlet
Temperature
°F (°C)
103 (39)
129 (54)
166 (74)
189(87)

Average Oil
Out
Temperature
152 (67)
169(76)
191 (88)
211 (99)

Average Gear
Average
Into-mesh Oil
Bearing Oil
Flow
Flow
gpm (lpm)
0.18 (0.68)
0.85 (3.22)
1.10 (4.16)
0.21 (0.79)
0.24 (0.91)
1.36 (5.15)
0.27 (1.02)
1.50 (5.68)

Table IX Average oil inlet, oil exit, gear oil flow and bearing oil flow.
At constant oil pressure, the gear oil flow rate and bearing oil flow rate were observed

to increase with test oil inlet temperature, Table IX. For a nominal oil inlet temperature
increase from 100°F (38°C) to 180°F (82°C) the gear oil flow increased from 0.85 gpm
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(3.22 lpm) to 1.50 gpm (5.68 lpm) while the bearing oil flow increased from 0.18 gpm
(0.68 lpm) to 0.27 gpm (0.76 lpm). As the average oil inlet temperature was increased
from 103°F (39°C) to 189°F (87°C), the average oil out temperature increased from 152°F
(67°C) to 211°F (99°C) for a nominal oil inlet temperature increase of 100°F (38°C) to

180°F (82°C).
Shaft bearing locations are shown in Figure 33 and plots of the bearing temperatures
during the third cycle free coast-down are given in Figure 34 through Figure 37 for the four

shroud configurations tested. Each figure shows bearing temperatures corresponding to
the four nominal oil inlet temperatures 100°F (38°C), 125°F (52°C), 160°F (71°C), 180°F
(82°C) at the four bearing locations shown in Figure 33 (e.g. IPIB, IPOB, OPIB, OPOB).

A legend is provided in Figure 34 that is also applicable to the data plotted in Figure 35
through Figure 37. Overall, the change in bearing temperature during the free coast-down

varies from -13°F to +2°F. As expected, the bearing temperatures increase with increasing
oil inlet temperature. With the exception of the 160°F and 180°F unshrouded (U) datasets

(Figure 34) the highest bearing temperature at the start of deceleration is at the output
inboard bearing (OPIB). The unshrouded (U) configuration, Figure 34, shows bearing

temperature standard deviations of no more than 3°F to 6°F for each oil inlet temperature
as contrasted to the bearing temperature standard deviations of the CS (10°F to 12°F), C36
(16°F to 18°F) and C1 (17°F to 18°F) configurations.
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Figure 33 Test gearbox bearing locations and identification.
The test gearbox outside surface was noticeably cooler for the C1 shroud configuration

versus the U, CS, and C36 shroud configurations. The test gearbox surface temperature
immediately following testing of the C1 shroud configuration was measured to be around
80°F (27°C), whereas the surface temperature immediately following testing of the U, CS,
and C36 shroud configurations was measured from 115°F (46°C) for the C36 shroud

configuration to 125°F (52°C) for the CS and U shroud configurations. The increase in

gear fling-off temperature over the 30 minute, 3 cycle test for each of the four shroud
configuration tests is shown in Figure 38. The time increments labeled ‘1’, ‘2’, and ‘3’

denote the approximate 40 second period during the free coast-down. The 500 seconds

prior to disengaging the meshed gears from the motor and dynamometer denote 2,000 rpm
increments up to 10,000 rpm. With each successive cycle the gear fling-off temperature is
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observed to increase slightly to a higher maximum temperature at the start of the free coast

down. The C1 configuration, with an axial and radial clearance of 0.039 inches (0.991
mm) is observed to have a gear fling-off temperature 40°F to 50°F higher than the other

three configurations. However, the gear fling-off thermocouple in the C1 configuration is
approximately 0.5 inches (12.7 mm) radially closer to the gear teeth than in the CS or C36
configuration. The smaller volume and heat capacity of the air-oil mixture in the shroud
clearance space for the C1 shroud configuration and the closer proximity of the

thermocouple to the heat source resulted in the higher fling-off temperatures seen for the
C1 shroud configuration tests.
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Figure 34 Bearing temperatures for the unshrouded (U) meshed spur gear tests during the
free coast-down at four oil inlet temperatures.
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Figure 35 Bearing temperatures for the unshrouded (CS) meshed spur gear tests during the
free coast-down at four oil inlet temperatures.
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Figure 36 Bearing temperatures for the C36 shrouded meshed spur gear tests during the
free coast-down at four oil inlet temperatures.
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Figure 37 Bearing temperatures for the C1 shrouded meshed spur gear tests during the free
coast-down at four oil inlet temperatures.

Figure 38 Gear fling-off temperature over the 30 minute, 3 cycle test for each of the four
shroud configurations.

Researchers have shown decreasing load-independent power loss with increasing oil
temperature or decreasing viscosity. Ariura [28] shows a decrease in power loss for
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unshrouded meshed spur gears at lower viscosities (i.e. higher oil temperature) at surface
speeds of up to 12,000 ft/min (61 m/s). Lord [23] shows a small decrease in power loss
with increased oil temperature 30°C to 40°C (86°F to 104°F) for a single shrouded spur
gear. Finally, Seetharaman shows reductions in power loss for meshed spur gears in air at

four progressively increasing temperatures [51]. Given the data from the literature, the

expectation is that the power loss results should show a decreasing trend with increasing
oil inlet temperature. However, Lord [23] also shows an increase in power loss with

increasing oil flow for meshed spur gears. The NASA GRC tests were conducted using a

constant oil pressure, resulting in an increasing lubrication oil flow with increasing
temperature, Table IX. The decrease in power loss due to the decreasing oil viscosity is
likely offset by the increase in oil flow rate with increasing temperature. Therefore, the
drop in power loss comparing the U and CS shroud configurations with the C36 and C1

shroud configurations is mainly due to the effect of the shroud configuration on power loss
rather than temperature.

Given the results above, the shroud effectiveness in reducing load-independent losses
will vary with oil temperature and oil flow rate. Rotorcraft gearbox performance dictates
the lubrication and cooling requirements for the gears and bearings involved in the drive

system. The components are designed to operate at a specific range of temperature, speed,
and torque. These requirements dictate the sizing of the oil jets and pumps that provide
the required lubrication and cooling. During actual flight the gearbox will operate over a

range of temperature and speed. Thus, oil temperature, and hence oil flow, will change
over a given flight regime.
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As noted above, the gearbox outer surface was noticeably cooler following tests using

the C1 shroud configuration as compared to the tests using the C36, CS and U shroud
configurations. For the C1 shroud configuration, lubrication oil is jetted into the gear mesh

from the top of the C1 shrouding and forced out of the shroud structure through gaps in the

shroud and through the drain slots located at the bottom of the radial shrouds. In the

unshrouded (U) configuration, jetted lubrication oil impacts the gears and is flung radially
and axially away from the gears coating the interior walls of the gearbox taking a long and
torturous path to the gearbox drain. The C1 shroud configuration promotes a more direct
through flow of lubricant oil as compared to the unshrouded (U) configuration. The quick

change over of lubrication oil inherent in the C1 shroud configuration inhibits the heat soak
from the load independent losses into the test gearbox structure by efficient transport of the

thermal energy out of the shroud cavity by way of fluid flow.

The cycle to cycle change in oil inlet temperature, oil outlet temperature and temperature
difference across the test gearbox for the shroud configurations tested is listed in Table X
through Table XII for cycle 1 through cycle 3, respectively. A typical 3 cycle test is shown

in Figure 21.

The largest difference in temperature occurred for the CS shroud

configuration tests whereas the smallest difference in temperature occurred for the C1mod

shroud configuration tests.

The C1mod shroud configuration is the C1 shroud

configuration with a 3 inch square hole in the two axial shrouds centered at the pitch point

of the gear set. The holes were added to the axial shrouds to allow the flow of air-oil

mixture axially during meshing of the gear set.
configuration will be described further in Section 4.5.
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Tests conducted using this shroud

Oil Outlet Oil Inlet
°F (°C)
°F (°C)
84 (29)
116 (47)
(U)
unshrouded
83 (28)
(CS) unshrouded w/clam-shell hsg 127 (53)
119
(48)
96
(36)
(C1) shrouded
107 (42)
88 (31)
(C6) shrouded
109
(43)
86 (30)
(C31) shrouded
113 (45)
86 (30)
(C36) shrouded
105 (41) 114 (46)
(C1mod) shrouded
Shroud Configuration

DT
°F (°C)

32 (18)
44 (24)
23 (13)
19 (11)
23 (13)
27 (15)

-9 (-5)

Table X Instantaneous oil inlet and oil outlet temperatures at the start of cycle 1.

Oil Outlet Oil Inlet
°F (°C)
°F (°C)
139 (59) 90 (32)
(U)
unshrouded
(CS) unshrouded w/clam-shell hsg 146 (63) 90 (32)
137 (58) 100 (38)
(C1) shrouded
133 (56) 96 (36)
(C6) shrouded
124 (51) 93 (34)
(C31) shrouded
132 (56) 92 (33)
(C36) shrouded
118 (48) 109 (43)
(C1mod) shrouded
Shroud Configuration

DT
°F (°C)

49
56
37
37
31
40

(27)
(31)
(21)
(21)
(17)
(22)

9 (5)

Table XI Instantaneous oil inlet and oil outlet temperatures at the start of cycle 2.

Oil Outlet
°F (°C)
154 (68)
(U)
unshrouded
(CS) unshrouded w/clam-shell hsg 161 (72)
149 (65)
(C1) shrouded
153 (67)
(C6) shrouded
138 (59)
(C31) shrouded
145 (63)
(C36) shrouded
128 (53)
(C1mod) shrouded
Shroud Configuration

Oil Inlet
°F (°C)
99 (37)
101 (38)
110(43)
107 (42)
102 (39)
102 (39)
109 (43)

DT
°F (°C)

55
60
39
46
36
43

(31)
(33)
(22)
(26)
(20)
(24)

19 (11)

Table XII Instantaneous oil inlet and oil outlet temperatures at the start of cycle 3.

4.3

Single Component Data

Single disk and single gear power loss results from tests conducted using the NASA

GRC Gear Windage Test Facility will be reported herein. For disks, windage power loss
is the drag of the cylinder periphery and sides when rotated in a viscous fluid. Rotating

gears exhibit an additional drag on the leading edge of the tooth surfaces, called
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impingement drag, as the fluid surrounding the gear is drawn in between the tooth spaces
from the sides and ejected radially by the action of centrifugal forces acting on the fluid.

Dawson observed the flow pattern using smoke as an indicator during single spur gear

windage experiments [2].
The tests were conducted with a nominal oil inlet temperature of 100°F. Gear oil flow

rates were 0.9 gpm (3.4 lpm) onto the single component test article and bearing oil flow
rates were 0.18 gpm (0.68 lpm) nominally. The test article (disk or gear) was rotated to

10,000 rpm in 2,000 rpm increments throughout the testing. A typical test three cycle
profile is shown in Figure 21.

The speed was changed every 100 seconds with

approximately 20 seconds used to transition to the next speed increment and 80 seconds to

hold at each speed. After holding at the maximum input drive speed of 10,000 rpm the rig
drive motor was disengaged allowing the test article and shaft to coast-down freely to zero

speed. This process was repeated for a total of three cycles. Data was recorded using

LabView at 3 Hz, capture rate.
Power loss results from tests conducted using the three disks shown in Figure 17 are

given in Figure 39. The disks are made of aluminum and are 13.5 inches (343 mm) in
diameter of varying thicknesses.

The disk specifications are given in Chapter 3.

Summarizing the results from the power loss tests, the unshrouded versus shrouded
configurations show a difference of around 0.75 hp (0.5 kW). As expected, shrouding has
the effect of reducing the drag on the periphery and sides of the disk. Also, as expected a

slight increase in power loss is seen with the shrouded disks in an air-oil environment
versus the same shrouded disks in an air only environment. However, for the unshrouded

disks, the reverse is seen. A slight power decrease is seen with the disk and shroud
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combination in air only environment versus the same disk and shroud combination in an
air-oil environment.

After review of the test setup, the difference between the air only and the air-oil power
loss results comparing the unshrouded disk tests and the shrouded disk tests is most likely
due to the positioning of the lubrication jet with relation to the disk rotation.

The

lubrication jet for the shrouded disk tests was installed in the clam-shell housing and radial

shrouds as shown in Figure 40 resulting in a radial direction to the lubrication jet. In
contrast, the lubrication jet installation used for the unshrouded disk tests imparted a

tangential direction to the lubrication jet in the same direction as the rotation of the disk

(Figure 40). The preferential direction of the lubrication jet used during the unshrouded
disk tests most likely offset the effect of an air-oil environment on windage power loss
enough to flip the air-oil versus air only power loss results for the unshrouded disk tests.

Surface Speed [ft/min]

Figure 39 Power loss results for aluminum disks without shrouding and with shrouding.
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Figure 40 Shrouded (left) versus unshrouded (right) disk lubrication jet.
Power loss test results for the single 13 inch pitch diameter spur gear in various shroud

configurations are given in Figure 41. The spur gear specifications are given in Table IV.
Comparing the power loss results of the C1 shroud configuration and the C36 shroud
configuration with the gear in an air-oil mixture versus prediction using Dawson’s
formulation [2] given in Equation 2.8, results in good correlation. For a pitch-line velocity

of 25,000 ft/min (127 m/s), Equation 2.8 predicts 2.8 hp (2.0 kW) loss for gear rotated in
the C1 shroud configuration and 4.0 hp (3.0 kW) loss for the gear rotated in the C36 shroud

configuration using a gearbox space function of l=0.5 for the C1 shroud configuration and
l=0.7 for the C36 shroud configuration. An oil mixture function of f = 0.98 was used in

the calculation based on a 2% oil to air mixture inside the shroud cavity. Of course there
is some judgement in choosing the gearbox space function l and oil mixture function f.

Dawson provides guidance in choosing the values for these factors [2]. For a closely fitting

shroud such as the C1 shroud configuration the space function should be chosen such that
l=0.5-0.6 and for a loose fitting shroud l=0.6-0.7. The oil mixture function was chosen

based on a test oil flow rate of 0.9 gpm (3.2 lpm). An oil mixture function of f =1

corresponds to an oil-free condition.
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Figure 41 Power loss results for 13 inch pitch diameter spur gear in various shrouds.

Up to 10,000 ft/min pitch-line velocity, the NASA GRC power loss data compares well

with Dawson [17]. Limiting the pitch-line velocity under 10,000 ft/min, the power curve
exponent on the power loss speed relation is 2.9 for the C1 shroud configuration to 3.0 for

the C36 shroud configuration as shown in the log-log plots of Figure 42 and Figure 43.

Dawson determined a cubic relationship between power loss and rotational velocity, but
the data was limited to less than 10,000 ft/min. Most of Dawson’s data corresponded to
pitch-line velocities of 6,308 ft/min, or lower. Typically, the NASA GRC results yield an
exponent of 1.8 to 2.2 between10,000 ft/min and 20,000 ft/min. Below 10,000 ft/min, the

results give an exponent of 2.9 to 3.0. However, pitch-line velocities in excess of 10,000
ft/min, the power curve exponent for the NASA power loss results drops to 1.8 to 2.2. Lord
[23] found similar exponents as Dawson [17] at higher pitch-line velocities, but the gears

tested by Lord were a larger diametral pitch then the NASA GRC spur gears. Diametral
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pitch is inversely proportional to tooth coarseness. The lowest diametral pitch of the gears
Lord tested was more than twice the diametral pitch of the NASA GRC spur gears.

Seetharaman [26] divides the single gear load-independent power loss into peripheral and
side component power loss. The peripheral relationship derived shows a square relation
between speed and power loss (Equation 2.13). With the coarser teeth (lower diametral

pitch) of the NASA GRC gears, it's not unreasonable to assume the peripheral loss
mechanism would dominate over the side power loss mechanism.

Around 20,000 ft/min (102 m/s), the NASA GRC power loss results yield an exponent
of 2.9. Defining a Reynolds number based on the pitch radius of the spur gear rp, the

density of the air-oil mixture within the gear shroud cavity p, the rotational velocity of the
gear w, and the dynamic viscosity of the air-oil mixture p then
2„

^=77“

(4.1)

The critical pitch-line velocity 15* delineating laminar to turbulent flow behavior can then

be defined based on a critical Reynolds number Re*
v*

=

5

}^i&*

rpp

(4.2)

Defining the critical Reynolds number as Re* = 3X10} (Hill [8]) then for the 13 inch pitch

diameter spur gear, the critical pitch-line velocity is V5* = 21,259 ft/min (108 m/s). The
speed versus power loss relation is most likely dependent on the flow regime; laminar

versus turbulent. Based on the critical Reynolds number given above, the transition from
a squared relation to a cubic relation between the speed and power loss occurs around
20,000 ft/min (102 m/s) for the C1 shroud configuration whereas the transition for the C36
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shroud configuration occurs around 17,000 ft/min (86.4 m/s). Tight shroud enclosures

most likely promote a later transition to turbulence compared to loosely shrouded

configurations.

Figure 42 Log-log plot of power loss results for 13 inch pitch diameter spur gear in C1
shroud configuration and air-oil environment.
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Figure 43 Log-log plot of power loss results for 13 inch pitch diameter spur gear in C36
shroud configuration and air-oil environment.

Results from power loss tests conducted using the 11 inch pitch diameter spur gear in
various shroud configurations is shown in Figure 44. The results are similar to the 13 inch

pitch diameter spur gear results. The 11 inch pitch diameter gear is similar to the 13 inch
pitch diameter gear except, of course, for the diameter of the gear. Peripheral and side drag
losses are both dependent on the diameter of the gear, so it is difficult to separate the

influence of the two from the total drag loss. The expectation is that the smaller diameter
11 inch pitch diameter gear would have a smaller drag loss compared to the drag loss

associated with 13 inch pitch diameter gear. For instance, for the C1 shroud configuration,
the power loss at 25,000 ft/min (127 m/s) for the 13 inch pitch diameter spur gear in an air
oil environment is 2.45 hp (1.83 kW) and the power loss for the 11 inch pitch diameter
spur gear in and air-oil environment is 2.25 hp (1.68 kW). In other words, there is an 8%

reduction in drag power loss for a 15% reduction in pitch diameter from 13 inch pitch
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diameter to 11 inch pitch diameter for the NASA GRC spur gears at a pitch-line velocity
of 25,000 ft/min (127 m/s) in an air-oil environment enclosed in the C1 shroud

configuration.

Figure 44 Power loss results for 11 inch pitch diameter spur gear in various shrouds.

Results of power loss tests conducted on the 13 inch pitch diameter helical gear and the
11 inch pitch diameter helical gear are shown in Figure 45 and Figure 46, respectively.

Comparing these results to the spur gear results, a similar relationship between the shroud
configuration and power loss magnitudes are seen with the helical gear loss results
However, the effect of adding lubricant is less pronounced for the helical gears.

Dawson [2] contrasted the flow pattern around spur gears and helical gears as shown in
Figure 47 and observed that spur gears tend to draw fluid in from both side axial directions
whereas helical gears draw axial flow from only one direction due to the helix angle of the
gear teeth. The difference in flow pattern between spur and helical gears would have an
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effect on the impingement drag loss. Intuitively, with everything else the same, a spur gear
would exhibit more impingement drag than a helical gear since axial flow is entering the
tooth space of the spur gear from both sides versus the once through axial flow of the

helical gear.

Figure 45 Power loss results for 13 inch pitch diameter helical gear in various shrouds.
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Figure 46 Power loss results for 11 inch pitch diameter helical gear in various shrouds.

Figure 47 Dawson's sketches of the airflow around (a) the spur gear and (b) the helical
gear [2].
4.4

Impingement Drag Reduction Feature Tests

In addition to the above test articles, the 13 inch pitch diameter spur gear was retrofitted
with spoilers (US Patent No.: US 8,578,807 B2) on the sides of the gear teeth on both tooth

sides as shown in Figure 48. The spoilers were designed to reduce the tooth space
impingement drag losses resulting from the wake created by the passing of the preceding
tooth during gear rotation.

The streamlines illustrating this phenomenon around the

spinning 13 inch pitch diameter spur gear are shown in Figure 49 [7].
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Figure 48 Spoiler feature shown on the sides of one gear tooth of the 13 inch pitch diameter
spur gear. Spoilers were added to all of the gear teeth prior to testing.

Figure 49 Streamlines around spinning NASA 13 inch pitch diameter spur gear [8].
Power loss tests were conducted using the retrofitted 13 inch pitch diameter spur gear

in various shroud configurations. Results from these tests are given in Figure 50. The
spoiler feature was designed for the unshrouded configuration at a nominal speed of
25,000 ft/min (127 m/s) [7]. For the C1 shroud configuration, the spoiler feature had very
little influence on power loss at 25,000 ft/min (127 m/s). The reduction in power loss for

the spur gear retrofitted with the spoiler feature in the C1 shroud configuration at
25,000 ft/min (127 m/s) was around 5%. However, for the unshrouded configuration, the
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spoiler feature showed a marked improvement in power loss at 25,000 ft/min (127 m/s). A

reduction of power loss of around 23% can be seen from the test results. The spoiler feature

showed a 10% reduction in load-independent power loss tested in the C36 shroud

configuration. Shrouding has been shown to reduce the impingement drag of spur gears
by reducing the double axial flow into the tooth space [8]. This shroud effect, coupled with

the fact that the spoiler was design for the unshrouded condition, provides insight into the
poor performance of the spoiler feature tested in the C1 shroud configuration.

Figure 50 Power loss results for 13 inch pitch diameter spur gear retrofitted with spoiler
feature in three shroud configurations.

4.5

Meshed Gear Data

Results from tests conducted on the meshed spur set detailed in Table IV are shown in

Figure 51. Once again, the C1mod shroud configuration is the C1 shroud configuration

with a 3 inch square hole centered at the pitch point of the gear set on the two axial shroud
pieces. A slight reduction in power loss is seen in the C1 (minimum axial, minimum radial)
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shroud configuration versus the C6 (minimum axial, maximum radial) and the C36
(maximum axial, maximum radial) shroud configurations. As expected, the unshrouded

(U and CS) shroud configurations exhibit the largest load-independent power loss,
followed by the standard shroud configurations (C36, C1 and C6) with the exception of the

C31 shroud configuration which exhibited a considerable reduction of power loss
compared to the standard shroud configurations. The difference in performance of the C31

(maximum axial, minimum radial) shroud configuration versus the other standard shroud
configurations (C36, C1, and C6) prompted the testing of the C1mod configuration. The
C1mod shroud configuration appears to exhibit the benefit of the close radial clearance of
the C1 shroud configuration, and the large axial clearance of the C31 shroud configuration.
Also note that the U and CS shroud configurations show essentially the same power loss.

The expectation was that the CS shroud configuration would have a lower power loss than
the unshrouded condition (U) because of the conforming enclosure and smaller axial and

radial clearances of the clam-shell housing versus the squared enclosure of the test gearbox
with larger axial and radial clearances. Recall that the two lower pieces (drive-side and

driven-side) of clam-shell (CS) housing each contain five oil-drain slots per side whereas

the two bottom radial shroud pieces of the standard shroud configurations (C1, C6, C31,

and C36) each contain one drain slot per side. The poor performance of the CS shroud
configuration may be the result of the additional drain slots at the bottom of the clam-shell
housing.
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Figure 51 Meshed spur gear windage power loss data for various shroud configurations.
A log-log plot of power loss verses pitch-line velocity for the shrouded meshed spur

gear results, as shown in Figure 52, indicates that the power loss varies with pitch-line
velocity to the power of 1.9 to 2.2. Unlike the cubic relation between power loss and pitch

line velocity for single gears, the power loss for the meshed spur gears is approximately
proportional to the speed squared. However, the proportionality factor is much larger for

meshed gear power loss than for single gear power loss considering that the magnitude of

power loss for the meshed gears is more than the sum of the power loss for the two gears

tested alone. The difference in power loss versus pitch-line velocity relationship between
meshed gears and single gears can be attributed to the addition of the pumping loss

mechanism inherent in the meshing action of gear sets. The literature is in agreement that
the drag loss versus speed for single spinning disks [15] [16] and gears [2] [17] [23] is a

power relation with exponent of 2.5 to 3.0, but these relations do not include the pumping
power loss of meshed gear sets.
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Figure 52 Log-log plot of power loss results for C1 shrouded meshed spur gears in an air
oil environment.

Following the initial shrouded meshed spur gear tests, an elliptical hole was cut into the

two top clam-shell housings at the junction of the two housings to observe the flow out of

the shroud top radial clearance gap. With the C1 shroud configuration installed, a test was

conducted to over 25,000 ft/min (127 m/s) pitch-line velocity using the spur gear set in the

C1 shroud configuration. The flow out of the top shroud clearance gap and clam-shell
housing is shown for the lower pitch-line velocities of the test. A video was taken through
a clear plexiglass lid on the test gearbox while the gear set was rotated to over 25,000 ft/min

(127 m/s) pitch-line velocity. However, the images of the video were obscured by the
jetted lubricant against the underside of the plexiglass at pitch-line velocities above around

1,500 ft/min (7.6 m/s) Strong jetted flow was observed at pitch-line velocities above
approximately 2,000 ft/min (10.1 m/s). The strength of the flow increased with pitch-line
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velocity with the maximum flow strength observed at the maximum pitch-line velocity

above 25,000 ft/min (127 m/s).

Shroud Gap

0 ft/min

~750 ft/min

~1,500 ft/min

Figure 53 Flow through top radial shroud clearance gap as pitch-line velocity increases
from 0 ft/min to around 1,500 ft/min observed through a hole in clam-shell housing during
C1 shrouded meshed spur gear test.
Shrouded meshed helical gear power loss results for various shroud configurations is

given in Figure 54. The helical gear specifications are given in Table V. Comparing the
meshed helical gear power loss results to the meshed spur gear power loss results indicates

similar relationships between shroud configuration and power loss. Overall, the meshed
helical gear power loss is less than the meshed spur gear power loss. The single gear test
results showed smaller drag losses for the single helical gears versus the single spur gears.
The reduced drag losses of the single helical gears appears to correspond to the reduced

power loss of the meshed helical gears versus the meshed spur gears. A similar test was
attempted on a 3 inch wide helical gear set, but the unbalance forces of the gears caused

the test to be stop prior to reaching maximum speed. Further test runs of this gear set were
not considered to avoid damaging the rig driveline.
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Figure 54 Meshed helical gear windage power loss data for various shroud configurations.

4.6

Conclusions

The series of meshed spur gear power loss tests conducted at varying oil inlet

temperatures for various shroud configurations shows the relative independence of the

power loss results on temperature. The effect of decreased fluid viscosity with temperature

rise on the power loss results seems to be offset by the effect of increased lubrication flow
rates. The cycle variation in power loss is small for a given shroud configuration and the
day to day variation in power loss is negligible. Given the results of the thermal tests

presented, load-independent power loss results at 100°F (38°C) will be used for the
remaining discussion and analysis.

Single disk, spur gear and helical gear load-independent power loss results in various
shroud configurations have been reported.

As expected, the disk power loss was

significantly smaller than the single gear power loss mainly due to the added loss
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attributable to impingement drag on the gear teeth leading surfaces. The spur gear load
independent power loss was found to be larger than the load-independent loss of the helical
gears tested. The difference is due to the larger axial inflow of the air-oil environment

characteristic of the spur gears versus the helical gears. Rotating spur gears tend to draw
axial flow from both sides of the gear tooth whereas helical gears draw axial flow only

from one side of the gear tooth resulting in lower impingement drag on the leading edge of

the gear tooth.
Finally, meshed spur gear and helical gear load-independent power loss tests conducted
using various shroud configurations was presented. The lowest shrouded spur gear power

loss for the standard shroud configurations was seen using the large axial small radial

shroud configuration C31. A modification designed to allow the free flow from the meshed

gear set was made to the C1 shroud configuration. The C1mod shroud configuration,
which is identical to the C1 shroud configuration except for a square hole centered at the

pitch point of the gear set was tested and found to have the lowest load-independent power
loss of all the shroud configurations tested. The C1mod shroud configuration combines
the benefit of minimizing the peripheral drag with the close radial shroud clearance of the
C1 shroud configuration and the room for axial flow expansion provided by the large axial
clearance in the mesh region of the gear set similar to the C31 shroud configuration.
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CHAPTER V

GEAR SET PUMPING LOSS ANALYSIS

5.1

Introduction

Seetharaman, et al. [26] breaks the total load-independent power loss of two spur gears
in mesh into two components; loss due to drag P4, and pumping loss due to pocketing P5
Poioah=P4+P5

(5.1)

The pumping power loss due to pocketing is further subdivided into the power loss from
end flow P&, and the power loss from backlash flow P%. Seetharaman also divides the drag

component into two subcomponents; drag on the drive gear P4", and drag on the driven
gear P4#. Comparing the NASA GRC single gear power loss results and the meshed gear

power loss results shows that shrouding helps to reduce the drag loss associated with the

single gears, but can increase the percentage of the total load-independent loss associated
with the pumping loss component. Percentages of the total load-independent power loss

at 25,000 ft/min (127 m/s) for the unshrouded (U) meshed spur gear power loss tests and
the C1 (smallest radial, smallest axial) shroud configuration meshed spur gear power loss
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tests are shown in Figure 55 and Figure 56, respectively. The breakdown shows that while
shrouding of meshed gear sets reduces the percentage of the total load-independent power

loss attributable to drag of the individual gears, shrouding with no provision for dealing
with the flow resulting from the pumping action of the gear set, can result in an increase in

the percentage of the total load-independent power loss due to pumping.

Similar

percentage increase in pumping loss is seen when comparing the unshrouded meshed

helical gear power loss results with the shrouded helical gear results. Note that Burberi et
al. [40] found that the pumping loss of the unshrouded spur gear set analyzed could be as

much as 40% of the total load-independent loss. However, Burberi et al. did not analyze
the gear set enclosed in shrouds.

Figure 55 Total load-dependent power loss component percentages for the unshrouded test
condition (largest axial and largest radial shroud clearance) at 25,000 ft/min pitch-line
velocity.
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Figure 56 Total load-dependent power loss component percentages for the C1 shroud
configuration (smallest axial and smallest radial shroud clearance) at 25,000 ft/min pitch
line velocity.
As mentioned earlier, high-speed rotorcraft transmissions are subject to load

independent power losses consisting of the drag loss and the pumping loss that
Seetharaman, et al. [26] delineates in the simple relation given in equation 5.1. Tightly
conforming shrouds enclosing the transmission gears are often incorporated to reduce the

drag component of the total load-independent loss. However, tightly conforming axial
shrouds can result in an increase in the pumping loss of the gear sets. Quantifying the
pumping loss of shrouded gear transmissions has been the subject of many studies. This

chapter presents a new approach for estimating pumping loss based on the concept of swept
volume and examines the applicability of the approach to various shroud configurations

[53] [54]. A computational fluid dynamic (CFD) analysis is performed on the various

shroud configurations tested at the NASA GRC Gear Windage Test Facility to understand
the flow patterns and pressure distributions and to correlate the analysis results with power

loss test results from the NASA GRC tests.
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5.2

Swept Volume Derivation

A review of the literature indicates many similarities in flow pattern between meshing
transmission gears and positive displacement gear pumps.

The tighter the shroud

clearances the closer the shroud structure resembles a tight clearance gear pump casing.

For the tightly shrouded NASA GRC spur gear set, with tight shrouds represented by the
C1 shroud configuration (Table VI), it is reasonable to assume that the majority of the

swept volume flow discharges through the top radial shroud clearance gap shown in
Figure 16 similar to the discharge of fluid in a gear pump. Such flow through the top radial

shroud clearance gap was observed during testing of the spur gear set enclosed in the C1
shroud configuration and is shown in Figure 53.
Consider the shrouded transmission gear set as a pump with the discharge area A( as
shown in Figure 57. This is representative of the C1 shroud configuration tested at NASA

GRC. The swept volume, or displacement, of the gear set is the volume of fluid carried by

the tooth spaces of the two gears per one revolution of the drive gear. The pumping loss

of the gear set is related to the swept volume of the gear tooth spaces and the leakage path
that the volume of fluid is forced to traverse to exit the shroud structure.
Prior to tooth contact, the swept volume is forced axially out the ends of the tooth spaces
and through the area created by the backlash of the gear pair as the tooth space volume
collapses. Once tooth contact is made, a portion of the swept volume is trapped between

the meshing gear teeth, squeezed, and jetted out of the tooth space ends in the axial

direction. The trapped volumes created by the contact of mating gear teeth are shown as
the red colored areas in Figure 57. This jetted flow, along with the remaining swept volume
not carried through the gear mesh, is forced through the shroud clearance to the gear box
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drain. During this whole process, the flow restriction is a combination of the total flow
path at any instant which includes flow through the shroud clearance area A(, flow through

the backlash areas A%", A%# and axial flow through the ends of the collapsing tooth spaces.

Figure 57 Shrouded spur gear pair proceeding through mesh.
Manring and Kasaragadda [49] develop a relation for the maximum flow rate of a gear
pump based on the swept volume of the mating gears. Applying this relation to a shrouded
gear pair, the maximum flow rate QMAN is a function of the face width b, addendum radii

of the drive and driven gears ral, rA#, the pitch radii of the drive and driven gears rpl, r5#
and the angular velocity of the drive gear w,.
Qman =%oL rA, + rA# 7^ - T5"zr5" + rp#{
#

|_

7p2

(5.2)

A similar relationship for the minimum flow rate was developed

Qm+j = ^fr#" + rA#17^L - r5"zr5" + r5#{ - (1 -^W
#

L

7p2

\
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7p2/

(5.3)

where l(, shown in Figure 57, is the length of the line of contact at the start of contact and
is calculated, knowing the pressure angle of the gear set a, using the following equation
[49].

I

JrA# — r5#(cos a)# — rp# sin a

(5.4)

Note that the swept volume flow fluctuates periodically with the mesh frequency of the
gear set. The amplitude of the swept volume flow is one half the difference between the

maximum and minimum flow rates and corresponds to the amount of flow decrement due
to the trapped volume created by the contacting gear teeth. The trapped volume is carried

through mesh to the disengaging side of the pitch point and to the lower pressure side of

the shroud enclosure.

Subsequently, the mean flow rate is given as the sum of the

amplitude of the swept volume flow rate and the minimum swept volume flow rate.
Qm&aj

¥max ¥min
#

+ Qm+j

(5.5)

The velocity of air and oil mixture through the shroud clearance area A( can be

approximated assuming steady uniform flow using the mean flow rate and a discharge
coefficient C4.

C^L

(5.6)

As

A discharge coefficient for a sharp-edged orifice is used in this study to approximate flow
through A(.

The ISO-ASME Orifice Coefficient Equation [52] relates the discharge

coefficient for a given ratio of orifice diameter to approach diameter as a function of

Reynolds number. The equation is used in this study to obtain a discharge coefficient as a
function of Reynolds number since the Reynolds number varies continuously with the
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surface speed of the gear set. Since the orifice and approach areas are rectangular in shape,
then characteristic widths are used instead of diameters. Defining the ratio of widths as

P

~
w2

(5.7)

where W" is the orifice width and w# is the approach width.

The discharge coefficient is defined as
C4 = f(P} + 91.71^#^«eR’2^7} + ~^F" - 0.0337^F#

(5.8)

f(f) = 0.5959 + 0.0312^#'" - 0.184^8

(5.9)

where

The ISO-ASME Orifice Coefficient Equation contains pressure tap correction factors for

orifice upstream and downstream pressure measurements. For this study, radius type taps
were chosen for the curve fit where F" = 0.4333 and F# = 0.47 [52]. A Reynolds number

based on a hydraulic diameter is used given that the approach and orifice areas are
rectangular instead of circular.

^.“^

(5.10)

D‘=^

(5.11)

where

v is the kinematic viscosity of the air-oil mixture and P is the wetted perimeter. The area

defining the hydraulic diameter is given as the product of the approach width w# and the
axial distance between the two axial shrouds IA.
A'=w#Ia

(5.12)

Likewise, the wetted perimeter is twice the sum of the orifice width W" and the axial
distance between the two axial shrouds lA.
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P = 2(W" + Ia)

(5.13)

The force of fluid F( acting on the shroud clearance area can be approximated knowing the
density of the air-oil mixture p.
Fs=pv#As

(5.14)

where the shroud clearance area A( is calculated as the product of the orifice width W" and

the axial distance between the two axial shrouds lA.
A( = W"Ia

(5.15)

The density of the air-oil mixture is approximated using the percent volume for each
component of the mixture present during the NASA GRC tests. Defining the volume ratio
of air to air-oil mixture x.
^

¥tota-2¥ot¥tota-

(5.16)

Then the density of the mixture is estimated as

P _ xpA+7 + (1-x)pi+H

(5.17)

Similarly, the kinematic viscosity of the air-oil mixture v is estimated based on percent
volume.

The pumping power loss P5 due to the forced discharge of swept volume flow through
the shroud clearance area is then the product of the force of fluid acting on this area and
the velocity of the fluid through the area.
?5_F(V(

(5.18)

Assuming that the majority of the swept volume flow is discharged through A(, then P5 is
an estimate of the true pumping power loss for the shrouded gear set.
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5.3

Swept Volume Prediction

Prediction of the pumping losses of the test gear set operated in two shroud

configurations C1 and C6 (Table VI) are given here. Drag loss for the two test gears run
in single mode operation of the test rig using the C1 shroud configuration is shown in

Figure 58 along with a total drag for the gear set. The C1 shroud clearance for the single

gear tests are 0.039 inch (0.991 mm) radially and 0.039 inch (0.991 mm) axially. Total
drag for the two test gears is determined as the sum of drag from the single mode tests.
Figure 59 shows the C1 shroud configuration with the meshing gears and a minimum radial

shroud clearance of 0.039 inch (0.991 mm). Also shown is the clearance gap between the
two top radial shrouds of 0.214 inch (5.44 mm). The C1 shroud configuration provides a

minimum axial (not shown) and radial shroud clearance of 0.039 inch (0.991 mm)

(Table VI).

Figure 58 Experimental drag loss for single spur gears tested in C1 shroud configuration.
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Test results for the total load-independent power loss of the meshed spur gear set
operated in dual mode operation of the test rig with the C1 shroud configuration are shown
in Figure 60. Also shown is the total drag of the two gears determined from single mode

testing of the individual gears. The pumping loss shown is the difference between the total
load-independent loss of the meshed gears and the total drag. Also shown is the predicted
pumping power loss for the shrouded gear set using the swept volume calculations
presented earlier. The predicted pumping power loss is determined using the top radial
shroud clearance gap shown in Figure 59. Density and viscosity of the air-oil mixture used

in the pumping power loss calculations are estimated based on a 2% oil to air volume

formulation for a temperature of 100°F (38°C) at atmospheric pressure.

Figure 59 C1 shroud configuration showing shroud clearance gap.
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Figure 60 Load-independent loss breakdown for meshed spur gears in C1 shroud
configuration.
In order to test the applicability of the swept volume prediction, the same formulations

are applied to a different shroud configuration. Test results for the load-independent losses

for the meshed gear set operated in dual mode operation of the test rig with the C6 shroud

configuration installed are shown in Figure 61. Also shown is the total drag of the two

gears determined from the single mode testing of the individual gears. Once again, the
pumping loss shown is the difference between the total load-independent loss of the

meshed gears and the total drag. The predicted pumping loss for the shrouded gear set
using the swept volume calculations presented earlier is also shown.

The C6 shroud configuration with meshing gears and a maximum radial shroud
clearance of 0.660 inch (16.8 mm) is shown in Figure 62. The clearance gap between the
two top radial shrouds for this configuration is 0.154 inch (3.91 mm). The C6 shroud

configuration provides a minimum axial (not shown) shroud clearance of 0.039 inch
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(.991 mm), and a maximum radial shroud clearance of 0.660 inch (16.8 mm) (Table VI).
The shroud clearance area A(, is determined using the top radial shroud clearance gap
shown in Figure 62. Once again, density and viscosity of the air-oil mixture used in the

pumping power loss calculations are estimated based on a 2% oil to air volume formulation
for a temperature of 100°F (38°C) at atmospheric pressure.
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Figure 61 Load-independent loss breakdown for meshed gears in C6 shroud configuration.

Figure 62 C6 shroud configuration showing shroud clearance gap.
5.4

Spur Gear Computational Fluid Dynamic Analysis

A transient computational fluid dynamic (CFD) analysis was performed on the spur gear

set given in Table IV enclosed in the various shroud configurations tested at the NASA
GRC Gear Windage Test Facility. ANSYS CFX™ was used to perform the analysis. The
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software is used extensively in industry to model the internal flows of pumps and

compressors. The gears were modeled as immersed solids in a fluid domain with rotational
velocity of the input gear at +10,000 rpm (counterclockwise) and the output gear at

-8,461.54 rpm (clockwise). The analysis was performed until a steady state solution was
obtained which corresponded to 50 time steps. The timesteps were sized based on the mesh

frequency of the gear mesh and 50 time steps resulted in 3 tooth engagements of the gear
set. The results presented are for time step 50.

The fluid domain for each analysis was meshed to a fine level using quadratic elements.
A front and isometric view of the fluid domain mesh with the immersed solid gear set for
the C1 shroud configuration is shown in Figure 63 and Figure 64, respectively. The fluid

domain mesh of the C1 shroud configuration consisted of 2,705,622 quadratic elements
with 3,737,564 nodes. Similarly fine fluid domain meshes were used for the analysis of

the other shroud configurations. Two drain slots, a top radial shroud gap and a bottom

radial shroud gap were modeled as openings allowing flow to enter, or exit, the shroud

cavity as required by the action of the rotating gear set. The opening boundary condition
in ANSYS CFX™ allows fluid to cross the boundary surface in either direction. Additional
openings were modeled for other shroud configurations as needed to represent the tested

shroud configuration.
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Figure 63 Spur gear set C1 shroud configuration fluid domain mesh front view.

Figure 64 Spur gear set C1 shroud configuration fluid domain mesh isometric view with
closeup of top clearance gap.
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An isothermal fluid at 100°F (38°C) was used throughout the analysis. Turbulence was

modeled using the k-Epsilon setting in ANSYS CFX™. The k-Epsilon model uses a kinetic
energy formulation for turbulence with turbulent eddy dissipation. The software currently
does not support multiple constituent mixtures for the fluid domain. Therefore, the fluid

properties used in the analysis were determined using a one-constituent homogeneous

mixture of air and oil. Given the gear set swept volume and the oil flow rate of .91 gpm
(3.4 lpm) into the shroud cavity during testing at NASA GRC, an air to air-oil mixture

volume ratio x of 0.98 (2% oil to air volume ratio) was determined. For comparison to the

test results presented herein, the properties of the air and oil constituents were obtained

using a temperature of 100°F (38°C) at atmospheric pressure.

Table XIII lists the

homogeneous fluid properties used for the CFD analysis.
Oil @100°F
(38°C)

Air @100°F (38°C)

Density p,
lbm/in3 (kg/m3)

Specific Heat C5,
Btu/lbm°F (kJ/(kg-K))
Dynamic Viscosity p.
lb*s/ft2 x 10-6
(kg/(m-s))
Thermal Conductivity k,
Btu/h-ft-°F (W/(m-K)

Air-oil Mixture @100°F
(38°C)

4.136E-5

(1.145)

0.036

(998)

1.134E-4

(3.139)

0.2405

(1.007)

0.4400

(1.842)

0.2410

(1.009)

0.3962

(1.895E-5)

584.7

(0.028)

1.564

(7.49E-5)

0.361

(2.625E-2)

0.076

(0.132)

0.376

(2.65E-2)

Table XIII Fluid properties used for CFD analysis.

The streamlines and pressure distribution for the C1 shroud configuration is given in
Figure 65. The direction of rotation of the gear set as indicated in the figure is the same

for all of the CFD results presented herein. The pressure distribution is shown on a plane

located axially half way through the gear set face width.
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Figure 65 Spur gear set in C1 shroud configuration streamlines and pressure distribution.
The flow of fluid out of the top radial shroud clearance gap is shown in Figure 66. Note
that the meshing of the gear set results in a positive pressure in the tooth space prior to the

pitch point and a negative pressure after the pitch point. The flow pattern out of the top

shroud clearance gap is similar to that of a gear pump discharge.

Figure 66 Spur gear set in C1 shroud configuration top clearance gap closeup with
streamlines and pressure distribution.
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Similar flow into the shroud cavity is seen at the bottom radial shroud clearance gap as

shown in Figure 67. The flow pattern into the bottom shroud clearance gap is similar to
the flow through the suction of a gear pump.

Figure 67 Spur gear set in C1 shroud configuration bottom clearance gap closeup with
streamlines and pressure distribution.

The streamlines and pressure distribution for the C6 shroud configuration is given in
Figure 68. The flow through the top and bottom shroud radial clearance gaps for the C6

shroud configuration are shown in Figure 69 and Figure 70, respectively. Note that the
pressure distribution in the mesh zone for the C6 shroud configuration is similar to the

mesh zone pressure distribution of the C1 shroud configuration. However the C6 shroud
configuration exhibits a weaker flow through the shroud clearance areas compared to the

shroud clearance area flow of the C1 shroud configuration. Also, note the interaction of
the flow and the two drain slots located at the bottom of the shroud enclosure as shown in

Figure 68. Flow is being drawn into the shroud cavity through the drain slots. In contrast,
the C1 results show no inward flow at the two drain slots at the bottom of the shroud cavity

(Figure 65).
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Figure 68 Spur gear set in C6 shroud configuration streamlines and pressure distribution.

Figure 69 Spur gear set in C6 shroud configuration top clearance gap closeup with
streamlines and pressure distribution.
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Figure 70 Spur gear set in C6 shroud configuration bottom clearance gap closeup with
streamlines and pressure distribution.
As shown in Figure 51, the total load-independent power loss of the C31 shroud

configuration was found through testing to be the lowest out of all the shroud
configurations. This result was unexpected because the maximum axial clearance gap was

anticipated to result in an increase in power loss over the power loss for the C1 shroud
configuration. The streamlines and pressure distribution for the C31 shroud configuration

is given in Figure 71. The flow through the top and bottom radial clearance gaps for the

C31 shroud configuration is shown in Figure 72 and Figure 73, respectively. Note that the
pressure magnitudes within the mesh zone have significantly decrease compared to the

mesh zone pressure magnitudes of the C1 and C6 shroud configurations. As shown in
Figure 74, the streamlines as viewed from the top of the gear mesh exhibit a strong axial

flow pattern that is not seen in the C1 and C6 shroud configuration srteamlines. The larger
axial clearance of the C31 shroud configuration allows for expansion of the axial flow and

reduction in pressure in the gear mesh zone.
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Figure 71 Spur gear set in C31 shroud configuration streamlines and pressure distribution.

Figure 72 Spur gear set in C31 shroud configuration top clearance gap closeup with
streamlines and pressure distribution.
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Figure 73 Spur gear set in C31 shroud configuration bottom clearance gap closeup with
streamlines and pressure distribution.
ANSYS
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Figure 74 Spur gear set in C31 shroud configuration axial flow pattern.
Finally, the streamlines and pressure distribution for the C36 shroud configuration is

given in Figure 75.

The C36 shroud configuration top and bottom clearance gap

streamlines and pressure distribution are shown in Figure 76 and Figure 77, respectively.
Similar to the C31 shroud configuration, the pressure magnitudes within the mesh zone are

significantly smaller compared to the mesh zone pressure magnitudes of the C1 and C6

shroud configurations.

Also, the axial flow pattern is similar to the C31 shroud

configuration as shown Figure 78.
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Figure 75 Spur gear set in C36 shroud configuration streamlines and pressure distribution.

Figure 76 Spur gear set in C36 shroud configuration top clearance gap closeup with
streamlines and pressure distribution.
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Figure 77 Spur gear set in C36 shroud configuration bottom clearance gap closeup with
streamlines and pressure distribution.

Figure 78 Spur gear set in C36 shroud configuration axial flow pattern.
5.5

Shroud Modification for Reduced Pumping Loss

The reduction in load-independent power loss exhibited by the C31 (maximum axial,
minimum radial shroud clearance) shroud configuration encouraged an additional test
using the C1 (minimum axial, minimum radial shroud clearance) shroud configuration

modified with axial holes in the two axial shrouds. Square holes centered on the pitch point
of the gear set and sized 3 inches (76 mm) per side were machined into the axial shrouds
as shown in Figure 79. The modified shroud configuration is referred to as the C1mod
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shroud configuration and is listed in Table VI along with the other shroud configurations
tested.

Figure 79 Radial shrouds installed in back half of the C1mod axial shrouds.
The power loss results from the NASA GRC experiments for the C1mod shroud
configuration in comparison to the other shroud configurations tested is shown in

Figure 51. The C1mod shroud configuration was found to have a lower load-independent

loss compared to the C31 shroud configuration. Results from single mode and dual mode

shrouded spur gear tests conducted at NASA GRC provides a breakdown of the total load
independent loss into drag loss and pumping loss as given in Table XIV for a pitch-line
velocity of 25,000 ft/min (127 m/s).

Shroud Configuration
(C1) Min Axial-Min Radial
(C6) Min Axial-Max Radial
(C31) Max Axial-Min Radial
(C36) Max Axial-Max Radial
(Clmod) Min Axial-Min Radial w/Mesh Hole

Total Load
independent Loss
hp (kW)
17.0
(12.7)
17.5
(13.0)
14.0
(10.4)
17.3
(12.9)
12.2
(9.1)

Drag Loss

Pumping Loss

(kW)
(3.5)
(4.9)
(4.1)
(5.5)
(3.5)

hp (kW)
12.3
(9.2)
10.9
(8.1)
8.5
(6.3)
9.9
(7.4)
7.5
(5.6)

hp
4.7
6.6
5.5
7.4
4.7

Table XIV Spur gear set total load-independent loss accounting at 25,000 ft/min (127 m/s).
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The CFD analysis of the C1mod shroud configuration shows similar pressure
distribution compared to the C31 shroud configuration and a similar flow pattern compared

to the C1 shroud configuration as shown in Figure 80 through Figure 82. The flow in the

mesh zone has a small axial component outward prior to the mesh point and a small axial
component inward after the mesh point. The axial flow is evident in a top view of the mesh
zone as shown in Figure 83.

Figure 80 Spur gear set C1mod shroud configuration streamlines and pressure distribution.
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Shroud Inside Wall

Figure 81 Spur gear set in C1mod shroud configuration top clearance gap closeup with
streamlines and pressure distribution.

Figure 82 Spur gear set in C1mod shroud configuration bottom clearance gap closeup with
streamlines and pressure distribution.

Figure 83 Spur gear set in C1mod shroud configuration axial flow through mesh hole.
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Using the formulation for QM&AJ (Equation 5.5) for the gear set with an input gear speed
of 10,000 rpm results in a mean swept volume flow rate of 2,596 in3/s (42,551 cm3/s).
Table XV provides the maximum mesh pressure, volume flow rate, and mass flow rate

through the shroud structure for each shroud configuration as determined by the CFD

analysis.

Comparing the shroud volume through-flow rates for the various shroud

configurations to the swept volume flow rate for the gear set shows that the C1 shroud
configuration through-flow rate is closest to the gear set swept volume flow rate. In other
words, for the C1 shroud configuration most of the swept volume flow generated by the

gear set meshing action is moved through the shroud cavity.

Shroud Configuration

(C1) Min Axial-Min Radial
(C6) Min Axial-Max Radial
(C31) Max Axial-Min Radial
(C36) Max Axial-Max Radial
(C1mod) Min Axial-Min Radial
w/Mesh Hole

Max Mesh
Pressure
psi (kPa)
78.2
(539)
81.8
(564)
41.2
(285)
43.6
(301)

42.4

(292)

Shroud Volume Flow

Shroud Mass Flow

In3/s (cm3/s)
(39,507)
2,410.9
1,944.2
(31,860)
311.0
(5,097)
446.7
(7,320)

lbm/s (kg/s)
0.273
(0.124)
0.221
(0.100)
0.035
(0.016)
0.051
(0.023)

1,030.4

(16,885)

0.116

(0.053)

Table XV Spur gear maximum mesh pressure, shroud through volume flow rate and
shroud through mass flow rate per shroud configuration at 10,000 rpm input gear speed.

Using the mass through-flow rates, an open system energy balance can be written

considering the shroud structure as the outline of a control volume. During the free coast
down, the gear set is performing work on the air-oil fluid mixture W < 0 and heat is being
transferred to the shroud structure Q < 0. Assuming the fluid temperatures in and out of

the test gearbox listed in Table XII approximate the fluid temperatures T+JH&O and TIVO, then
the conservation of energy for this open system is
Q-W + mCp(Tlnlet - Tivoh&o) = 0
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(5.19)

where W is the work corresponding to the total drag loss of the gear set, m is the mass

flow rate determined by the CFD analysis and C5 is the constant specific heat for the air
oil mixture. Solving for the heat transfer to the shroud structure gives

Q = W- mCp(Tlnlet - Tivoh&o)

(5.20)

Based on the CFD analysis results, the C1 shroud configuration had the largest through
mass flow rate of all the shroud configurations. During testing, the test gearbox outside

surface temperature was found to vary with between 80°F (27°C) immediately following
the C1 shroud configuration tests and 115°F (46°C) immediately following the C36 shroud
configuration tests. Using Equation 5.20 with the fluid properties from Table XIII, the
mass flow rates from Table XV, and the temperature difference between the outlet and inlet

of the test gearbox listed in Table XII, the heat transfer to the shroud structure for the C1

shroud configuration is 0.75 kW. In contrast, using the same method of calculation, the
heat transfer to the shroud structure for the C36 shroud configuration is 4.93 kW. The

weaker flow through the C36 shroud structure allows more of the heat in the shroud cavity
air-oil mixture to soak through the structure. The higher test gearbox outside surface

temperature following the C36 shroud configuration power loss tests versus the lower

gearbox outside surface temperature following the C1 shroud configuration power loss

tests is mainly due to the strength of the mass flow through the shroud structure.
The maximum mesh pressures, as indicated in Table XV, show a strong relation between
the axial shroud clearance and the pressure in the mesh region. The tight axial clearances
of the C1 and C6 shroud configurations show approximately twice the mesh pressure of

the large axial clearance shroud configurations C31, C36 and C1mod. To a lesser degree,
a relation is seen between the maximum mesh pressure and the radial shroud clearance.
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The mesh pressure is a function of both the axial shroud clearance and the volume of flow

being draw into the mesh region. Given the same swept volume for the spur gear set, the
higher pressure for the C6 shroud configuration versus the C1 shroud configuration is a

result of the smaller through flow out of the shroud structure associated with the C6 shroud
configuration.

The swept volume flow of the gear set enclosed in the C6 shroud

configuration is allowed to pile up within the mesh region at an increased rate compared to
the swept volume flow of the gear set enclosed in the C1 shroud configuration. The
increase in mesh pressure with reduced radial clearance is not seen comparing the C31 and
C36 shroud configurations (Table XV). The large axial clearances associated with these

shroud enclosures allows the swept volume flow to expand axially in the mesh region as
seen in Figures 74 and 78.

The flows through the shroud openings monitored during the transient CFD analysis are
plotted in Figure 84. Comparing the flow through the top and bottom radial shroud gaps
for the C1 shroud configuration with the theoretical swept volume of the gear set, indicates
that most of the swept volume flow passes through the shroud structure. The flow into the

shroud structure through the bottom radial gap is nearly a mirror image of the flow out of
the shroud structure through the top radial gap. However, the flow through the C6 shroud

configuration is not as well balanced. The flow through the bottom radial shroud gap for
the C6 shroud configuration decreases significantly as time increases during the transient
analysis. During the same time frame, the flow into the shroud structure through the two

drain slots increases. In addition, the flow out of the C6 shroud structure through the top
radial shroud gap is significantly less than that seen with the C1 shroud structure. The

opening flows of the C6 shroud configuration compared to the opening flows of the C1
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shroud configuration indicates that the C1 shroud configuration flow pattern more closely
approximates the gear pump analogy.

Time [10-4 s]
— -Theoretical Mean Swept Volume

—C1 Bottom Radial Gap

—C1 Top Radial Gap

—C1 Drive Gear Drain Slot

—C1 Driven Gear Drain Slot

—C6 Bottom Radial Gap

—C6 Top Radial Gap

—C6 Drive Gear Drain Slot

—C6 Driven Gear Drain Slot

Figure 84 CFD analysis shroud opening flow rates for C1 (min axial, min radial) shrouds
and C6 (min axial, max radial) shrouds.
5.6

Helical Gear Computational Fluid Dynamic Analysis

A similar transient CFD analysis was performed on the helical gear set given in Table V

enclosed in the various shroud configurations tested at the NASA GRC Gear Windage Test
Facility. Once again, ANSYS CFX™ was used to perform the analysis. The helical gears
were modeled as immersed solids in a fluid domain with rotational velocity of the input
gear at +10,000 rpm (counterclockwise) and the output gear at -8,461.54 rpm (clockwise).

The analysis was performed until a steady state solution was obtained which corresponded
to 50 time steps. The timesteps were sized based on the mesh frequency of the gear mesh

and 50 time steps resulted in 3 tooth engagements of the gear set. The results presented
are for time step 50.
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An isothermal fluid at 100°F (38°C) was used throughout the helical gear analysis.

Turbulence was modeled using the k-Epsilon setting in ANSYS CFX™ The k-Epsilon
model uses a kinetic energy formulation for turbulence with turbulent eddy dissipation.
The fluid properties used in the analysis were determined using a one-constituent

homogeneous mixture of air and oil. Given the gear set swept volume and the oil flow rate
of .91 gpm (3.4 lpm) into the shroud cavity during testing at NASA GRC, an air to air-oil

mixture volume ratio x of 0.98 (2% oil to air volume ratio) was determined.

For

comparison to the test results presented herein, the properties of the air and oil constituents
were obtained using a temperature of 100°F (38°C) at atmospheric pressure. Table XIII
lists the homogeneous fluid properties used for the CFD analysis.

The streamlines and pressure distribution for the helical gear set in the C1 shroud
configuration are shown in Figure 85. Figure 86 shows the strong outward flow through
the top radial shroud clearance gap as viewed along the helix angle of the gear teeth. The

same strong inflow is seen entering the bottom radial clearance gap as seen along the helix

angle of the gear teeth as shown in Figure 87. The flow patterns are very similar to the

flow patterns seen for the spur gear set in the C1 shroud configuration. Similar to the spur
gear set in the C1 shroud configuration, the helical gear set performs similar to a gear pump

with strong shroud through flow. The mesh pressure for the helical gear set in the C1

shroud configuration is slightly less than the mesh pressure for the spur gear set in the same
shroud configuration. In addition, the through-flow of the helical gear set in the C1 shroud
configuration is slightly less than the through-flow of the spur gear set in the C1 shroud
configuration. The difference is due to the angled teeth of the helical gear set. The helical

angle of the teeth reduces the volume within the tooth spaces compared to the same size
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and pitch spur gears. The reduced tooth space volume of the helical gears results in a

reduced swept volume.

Figure 85 Helical gear set in C1 shroud configuration streamlines and pressure
distribution.

Figure 86 Helical gear set in C1 shroud configuration top clearance gap closeup with
streamlines and pressure distribution viewed along helix angle of gears.
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Figure 87 Helical gear set in C1 shroud configuration bottom clearance gap closeup
streamlines and pressure distribution viewed along helix angle of gears.
The streamlines and pressure distribution for the helical gear set in the C6 shroud
configuration are shown in Figure 88. Pressure and flow through the radial shroud top
clearance gap is shown in Figure 89 with an emphasis on the flow pattern shown in

Figure 90. The recirculation flow seen in Figure 90 at the tooth tips of the driven gear is

clearly seen with the half face width pressure plane removed. The recirculation is seen
around the circumference of the drive and driven gears in Figure 88 and most likely

contributes to the slightly larger loss seen for the C6 shroud configuration power loss
results compared to the C1 power loss results seen in Figure 54.

The C6 shroud

configuration, with the tight axial shrouds, allows ejected flow from the gear space on the
back side of the gear to be deflected and recaptured by the spinning gear causing the
recirculatory flow pattern seen by the streamlines in Figure 90 The recirculation flow

contributes to the drag loss of the gears and adds to the total peripheral drag of the C6
shrouded gear set versus the C1 shrouded gear set. The tight radial clearance of the C1

shroud enclosure does not allow for recirculated flow expansion and therefore reduces the
peripheral drag on the gear set compared to the C6 shroud configuration.
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Figure 88 Helical gear set in C6 shroud configuration streamlines and pressure
distribution.

Figure 89 Helical gear set in C6 shroud configuration top clearance gap closeup with
streamlines and pressure distribution viewed along helix angle of gears.
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Figure 90 Helical gear set in C6 shroud configuration top clearance gap closeup with
streamlines viewed along helix angle of gears.
The streamlines and pressure distribution for the helical gear set in the C31 shroud
configuration and the C36 shroud configuration are shown in Figure 91 and Figure 92,
respectively. The preferential axial flow inherent in helical gear set is evident in the top

view of the meshing gears shown in Figure 93. Physically, the jet was observed to impact
the back wall of the test gearbox during the meshed helical gear power loss tests conducted

at NASA GRC. The C1mod shroud configuration was designed to allow axial flow jetted
by the meshing of the spur gear set to escape the shroud enclosure on both sides and relieve
the mesh pressure seen in the C1 shrouded spur gear set. The flow pattern of the meshed

helical gears in the C36 shroud configuration suggest that a modification of the axial shroud
pieces would involve a hole on only one side to allow escape of the one sided axial jet.
However, care must be made in the design of the shroud since the direction of the axial

flow for a helical gear set depends on the hand of the gear set helix angle. As shown in
Table V, the drive gear has a left hand helix angle and the driven gear has a right hand helix

angle. If the hand of the gear set helix angle was reversed, then the jet would be towards
the front of the rig test gearbox instead of towards the back of the rig test gearbox.
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Figure 91 Helical gear set in C31 shroud configuration streamlines and pressure
distribution.

Figure 92 Helical gear set in C36 shroud configuration streamlines and pressure
distribution.
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Figure 93 Helical gear set in C36 shroud configuration streamlines in axial direction.
Results from single and meshed shrouded helical gear tests conducted at NASA GRC

provides a breakdown of the total load-independent loss into drag loss and pumping loss
as given in Table XVI for a pitch-line velocity of 25,000 ft/min (127 m/s). The power

losses for the helical gear set are slightly less than the power losses for the spur gear set

given in Table XIV for a given shroud configuration.

However, the various shroud

configurations have a similar effect on drag loss, pumping loss, and total load-independent
loss as seen during the power loss tests of the spur gear set. The slight decrease in power
loss for the helical gear set compared to the spur gear set is most likely due to helical teeth
versus the straight teeth of the spur gear set. The helical gear drag loss is slightly less than

the spur gear drag loss as a result of the reduced impingement drag from the one sided fluid

draw of the helical tooth space. The reduced pumping loss of the helical gear set compared
to the spur gear set is a result of the slightly smaller swept volume of the helical gear pair.
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Total Load
independent Loss
hp (kW)
16.1
(12.0)
16.3
(12.2)
12.5
(9.3)
15.8
(11.8)

Shroud Configuration
(C1) Min Axial-Min Radial
(C6) Min Axial-Max Radial
(C31) Max Axial-Min Radial
(C36) Max Axial-Max Radial

Drag Loss

Pumping Loss

(kW)
(2.5)
(3.4)
(2.9)
(3.9)

hp (kW)
12.8
(9.5)
11.7
(8.7)
8.6
(6.4)
10.6
(7.9)

hp
3.3
4.6
3.9
5.2

Table XVI Helical gear set total load-independent loss accounting at 25,000 ft/min (127
m/s).

The mesh pressure and mass flow rate through the shroud structure for each shroud
configuration as determined by the CFD analysis is given in Table XVII. Comparing the

maximum mesh pressures for the various shroud configurations tested, the helical gear set
maximum mesh pressures are slightly lower than the maximum mesh pressures of the spur

gear set (Table XV). Likewise, the helical gear set mass flow rate through the shroud
structure for a given shroud configuration is slightly less than the corresponding spur gear

mass flow rate (Table XV).

The reduced mass flow rates of the helical gear set in

comparison to the mass flow rates of the spur gear set for a given shroud configuration is
a result of the smaller swept volume of the helical gear set. The smaller mesh pressures
are also related to the smaller swept volume since the amount of fluid being moved through

the shroud cavity per revolution of the drive gear is less for the helical gear set as compared

to the spur gear set.

Shroud Configuration
(C1) Min Axial-Min Radial
(C6) Min Axial-Max Radial
(C31) Max Axial-Min Radial
(C36) Max Axial-Max Radial

Max Mesh
Pressure
psi (kPa)
73.2
(504)
81.2
(560)
38.3
(264)
42.1
(290)

Shroud Mass Flow

lbm/s (kg/s)
0.271
(0.123)
0.204
(0.093)
0.022
(0.010)
0.054
(0.024)

Table XVII Helical gear maximum mesh pressure, and shroud through mass flow rate per
shroud configuration at 10,000 rpm input gear speed.
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5.7

Conclusions

An accounting of pumping loss and drag loss for a shrouded spur gear pair and shrouded

helical gear pair tested at the NASA GRC Gear Windage Test Facility has been used for
comparison to predicted pumping loss for the tested configurations. The pumping loss
estimation is based on the swept volume formulation presented in this study. Estimation
of pumping loss based on the spur gear set swept volume was determined for two of the

shroud configurations tested. From the test results, pumping loss is seen to be a significant
portion of the total load-independent losses at pitch-line velocities in excess of 25,000
ft/min (127 m/s). For high-speed rotorcraft transmissions, an estimate of pumping loss is

critical for determining the overall load-independent losses of the system.
Comparing the pumping loss determined from tests conducted at the NASA GRC Gear

Windage Test Facility and the predicted pumping loss determined using the swept volume
formulations indicate the prediction is best for closely conforming shrouds. The predicted
pumping loss deviates from actual when the shroud clearances are increased from the

minimum. The large radial clearances provided by the C6 positioning of the radial shrouds

allows for a larger portion of the swept volume flow to bypass the shroud clearance area

A(. As a result, the swept volume prediction of pumping loss, which assumes all of the

swept volume flow is discharged through A(, over-estimates the pumping power loss

significantly at high pitch-line velocities. Similar results are seen for shroud configurations
with large axial clearances. The swept volume prediction is not applicable for the other

shroud configurations (C31, C36, and C1mod) that have large axial clearances because
these configurations deviate significantly from the gear pump analogy.
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The CFD analysis of the C1 shroud configuration shows strong outflow through the top

shroud clearance and strong inflow through the bottom shroud clearance similar to the flow
of a gear pump discharge and suction ports. Prediction of pumping loss using the swept

volume formulation is best for this shroud configuration. Prediction of pumping power
loss using the swept volume approach is not as good for the C6 shroud configuration

because less of the swept volume flow exits through the top shroud clearance area as
evidenced by the reduced discharge flow strength shown in the CFD analysis.

The flow pattern of a set of shrouded spur gears with tight shroud clearances closely

resembles the flow pattern of a gear pump. However, as the clearances grow from the

minimum, more of the swept volume flow leaks past the rotating gears and less flow is
discharge through the shroud clearance area A(. The flow pattern for a set of shrouded

gears enclosed in shrouds with a large radial and/or a large axial clearance deviates from
that of an external gear pump. Therefore, the applicability of the swept volume prediction
is limited to gear sets enclosed within tight radial and axial clearance shrouds with a welldefined flow discharge area.

Test results using the C1mod shroud configuration show a marked improvement of load
independent losses. The CFD analysis of this shroud configuration shows the reduction in
mesh zone pressure magnitudes compared to the C1 shroud configuration. The holes in

the two axial shrouds centered at the mesh point provide relief of the pressure by allowing
axial flow to escape the mesh zone. While the close clearance radial shrouds provide a

reduction in the periphery drag of the gear set similar to the C1 shrouds, the close clearance
axial shrouds around the majority of the gear faces provides for a reduction in the side drag

losses compared to the C31 shroud configuration. The combined effect of the C1mod
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shroud configuration results in the lowest load-independent loss of all the shroud
configurations tested. A similar shroud design for a helical gear pair would have a hole in
one of the axial shrouds positioned to allow the one directional axial flow of a meshing

helical gear set.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS

6.1

Contributions

High-speed rotorcraft transmission gears are subject to load-independent power losses

consisting of drag losses and pumping losses. Drag losses can be divided into the viscous
drag loss associated with each gear along the sides and periphery and impingement drag
loss due to axial flow into the tooth space created by the wake of the preceding gear tooth.

The total drag loss of a gear pair is the sum of the drag losses of the gear and pinion. This
study examined the components of load-independent power loss by developing an
accounting of pumping loss and drag loss for a shrouded spur gear pair and shrouded helical

gear pair tested at the NASA GRC Gear Windage Test Facility. A CFD analysis was
conducted using the shroud and gear set geometries and test conditions to provide insight

into the flow patterns and fluid pressures within the shroud cavity. The CFD results,
coupled with the loss accounting of the empirical results, provided a basis for
understanding the effect shrouding has on cylindrical gear load-independent losses.
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Power loss tests conducted on the single spur and helical gears in various shroud

configurations provided insight into the effectiveness of the shroud enclosures in reducing
the side and periphery drag losses of the spur and helical gears tested. In general, smaller
axial and radial shroud clearances were found to reduce drag power loss. Impingement

drag was determined through testing to be less for the helical gears versus the spur gears
in the same shroud configurations. The reason for the difference was attributed to the axial

flow into the tooth spaces from both faces of the spur gear versus the one directional flow
through the tooth space inherent in the helical gear. The one directional axial flow through

the tooth space of the helical gears results in less impingement drag compared to the spur

gear impingement drag.
The effectiveness of a spoiler feature added to the larger of the two spur gears was
evaluated through testing of the feature in various shroud enclosures. The feature was
found to be most effective for the unshrouded spur gear versus the tightly shrouded spur
gear. The results of the spoiler power loss tests also indicate the effectiveness of shrouding

in reducing the impingement drag of a spur gear. The shroud effectiveness in reducing
impingement drag increases as the shroud clearances decrease. Finally, the presence of
five shroud drain slots versus one drain slot was found to negatively impact drag losses

especially for the larger axial clearance shroud configurations tested.
Meshed spur gear and helical gear load-independent power loss results from tests

conducted using various shroud configurations was presented. The lowest shrouded spur

gear power loss for the standard shroud configurations tested was seen using the large axial
small radial shroud configuration. A modification designed to allow the free axial flow

from the meshing action of the gear set was made to the smallest axial smallest radial
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clearance shroud configuration. The modified shroud configuration containing a square

hole centered at the pitch point of the gear set in each axial shroud piece was tested and

found to have the lowest load-independent power loss of all the shroud configurations. The

modified shroud configuration combines the benefit of minimizing the peripheral drag with

tight radial shroud clearance and allowance for axial flow expansion in the mesh region of
the gear set provided by the two axial holes.

Test results using the modified shroud configuration showed a marked improvement of
load-independent losses over the other shroud configurations tested. The CFD analysis of
this shroud configuration shows the reduction in mesh zone pressure magnitudes compared

to the minimum axial minimum radial clearance shroud configuration. The hole in the two
axial shrouds provides relief of the mesh pressure by allowing unobstructed axial flow from

the mesh zone. While the close clearance radial shrouds provide a reduction in the

periphery drag of the gear set similar to the minimum axial minimum radial clearance

shroud tested, the close clearance axial shrouds around the majority of the gear faces
provides for a reduction in the side drag losses compared to the maximum axial minimum

radial clearance shroud configuration.

The combined effect of the modified shroud

configuration results in the lowest load-independent loss of all the shroud configurations

tested.

The shrouded meshed cylindrical gear results from power loss tests conducted at NASA

GRC coupled with the single gear power loss tests indicate that pumping loss is a
significant load-independent loss mechanism for shrouded cylindrical gears. An increase
in the pumping loss percentage of the total load-independent losses from 39% to 72% was
seen for the spur gear set tested in the smallest shroud clearance configuration versus the
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largest shroud clearance configuration.

Even though shrouding of meshed gear sets

reduces the percentage of the total load-independent power loss attributable to drag of the
individual gears, shrouding has the effect of increasing the percentage of the total load
independent power loss due to pumping. The axial shrouds were found to block the axial
flow inherent in the meshing of the gear set and increase the pumping losses. Since the
pumping loss is a significant portion of the total load-independent loss of a shrouded

cylindrical gear set, then a method for estimating the pumping loss was introduced.

The pumping loss estimation presented in this study is a new approach based on the

concept of swept volume. Using the swept volume approach, and CFD analysis results of
the shrouded meshed cylindrical gears tested at NASA GRC, insight was given to the

mechanisms responsible for load-independent losses of meshed cylindrical gears.
Comparing the pumping loss determined from tests conducted at the NASA GRC Gear

Windage Test Facility and the predicted pumping loss determined using the swept volume
formulation indicate that the prediction is best for closely conforming shrouds. The

predicted pumping loss deviates from actual when the shroud clearances are increased from
the minimum. Shrouding with large radial clearances allow more of the swept volume

flow to bypass the shroud clearance area. As a result, the swept volume prediction of
pumping loss, which assumes all of the swept volume flow is discharged through the

shroud clearance area over-estimates the pumping power loss significantly at high pitch
line velocities. Similar results are seen using the swept volume prediction for shroud
configurations with large axial clearances. The swept volume prediction is not applicable
for shroud configurations that have large axial clearances because these configurations
deviate significantly from the gear pump analogy. The swept volume formulation also
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highlights the relationship between pumping loss and gear geometry. Based on the swept
volume formulation, pumping loss increases as gear pitch decreases, face width increases,
and pitch-line velocity increases.

The CFD analysis of the tight radial and axial shroud clearance configuration shows
strong outflow through the top shroud radial clearance gap and strong inflow through the

bottom shroud radial clearance gap similar to the flow of a gear pump discharge and suction
ports. The outflow through the top radial shroud clearance gap was confirmed through
testing of the spur gear set enclosed in the tight radial and axial clearance shroud
configuration. The discharge flow was observed using a plexiglass cover on the test

gearbox and a hole placed in the clam-shell housing directly above the top radial shroud
clearance gap. The flow pattern of a set of shrouded spur gears with tight shroud clearances

closely resembles the flow pattern of a gear pump. However, as the clearances grow from
the minimum, more of the swept volume flow leaks past the rotating gears and less flow is
discharge through the shroud clearance area. The flow pattern for a set of shrouded gears

enclosed in shrouds with a large radial and/or a large axial clearance deviates from that of

an external gear pump. Therefore, the applicability of the swept volume prediction is

limited to gear sets enclosed within tight radial and axial clearance shrouds with a welldefined flow discharge area.

6.2

Future Work

Based on this study, an optimal shroud design for meshed cylindrical gear sets should
have minimal radial and axial clearances to minimize drag, with some provision to allow

the flow of fluid due to the pumping action of the gear set to escape the shroud structure.
In this study, a hole was placed in the axial shrouds to allow the pocketing flow from the
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meshed spur gears to escape the shroud structure in the axial direction. However, the CFD

analysis suggests that a generous opening in the radial shrouds positioned above the mesh
zone of the gear set, similar to the discharge of a gear pump, might be a more optimal

shroud configuration. The hole would allow the swept volume flow of the gear set to exit
the shroud and reduce the pressure within the mesh zone.

The energy balance model presented in this study, suggests a future test setup using the

tight axial and radial shroud configuration surrounded by insulation. A shroud structure
thermally isolated from the surrounding environment would allow a more accurate

accounting of the energy being transported through the shroud cavity during a typical

power loss test.

For a perfectly insulated shroud structure, all of the pumping loss

mechanisms (pocketing, swept volume flow) would result in an increase in the shroud fluid
exit temperature.
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